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I INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS 
This thesis will discuss a numbsr of model field theories. 
I think that to many high energy physicists it will look 
more like a mathematical than a physical investigation 
since physical results just guided me in choosing my as-
sumptions and questions. The answers were then deter-
mined by mathematics, not physical intuition. And even 
in choosing assumptions and selecting questions limits 
were imposed by my finite knowledge of mathematical tech-
niques. I am convinced however that both the mathematically 
careful and the phenomenological approaches to physics 
are necessary for progress in our understanding of physi-
cal phenomena. I hope that, some time~ we shall also in 
high energy physics arrive at a mathematically consistent 
theory that accounts for the basic observed phenomena 
and which allows us to compute the more complicated ones 
if we are patient enough. 
I had two main motives for studying my model field theo-
ries. First I wanted to understand better some difficul-
ties that arise when one tries to find relativistic field 
theories describing the behaviour of the experimentally 
known particles. For this Klauder's so called "rotatio-
nally-symmetric model field theories" (RS-models) provide 
a good starting point. They are described in references 1, 
2, and 3. Secondly I wanted to find related models closer 
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to physical reality in order to see what features of 
RS-models should survive in future realistic field theo-
ries for high-energy phenome~a and to see whether RS-mo-
dels might be a starting point for constructing such 
theories. 
I will now briefly sketch the contents of the various 
chapters. In the next the weak correspondence principle 
(WCP) will be discussed. It states the relation that must 
8Xist between a Euclidean~ i.e. translation and rotation 
invariant quantum field theory and its classical counter-
part. The RS-models will provide an excellent example for 
many of its unfamiliar features. The WCP will serve me as 
a guideline for defining my own modals~ which do not show 
full Euclidean invariance. This is reasonable since all 
the results for RS-modols that we shall present will re-
main valid if we restrict the field to a finite region 
in space and thus violate Euclidean invariance. 
In the third chapter~ we shall define Klauder's rota-
tionally-symmetric model field theories and state some 
of the results that he obtained for them. They are quite 
strong and will serve as an ideal for the kind of results 
I shall try to deduce in later chapters for more compli-
cated models. 
The fourth chapter deals with certain aspects of the re-
ducibility of Hilbert spaces in which a linear group is 
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represented. It is of a purely mathematical nature and 
will provide us with tools that will be applied in the 
following chapter to a further discussion of RS-models. 
The investigation is however kept general enough to serve 
us later also in dealing with the Hamiltonians of other 
model field theories. 
The fifth chapter contains new investigations about RS-
models. They are an outgrowth of testing the methods I 
developed for dealing with more complicated models in the 
simple RS-case. The main achievements are summarized at 
the end of the chapter. 
Two kinds of field theories, called C1 and C2 , that are 
related to but more complicated than RS-models are con-
sidered in the following two chapters. One of their ad-
vantages from a physical point of view is that they can 
describe interactions closer to local ones than is pos-
sible in the RS-case. The Hamiltonians for C1 -models still 
have a point spectrum only but this shortcoming also is 
overcome in the C2 -models. For the c1 -theories we shall 
just quote the results since their derivation is similar 
and often somewhat easier than the proof of the correspon-
ding properties in the C2 -case. The physical interpreta-
tion of C2 -models is discussed and a speci3l model consi-
dered, which tries to imitate the relativistic free field 
as closely as is possible for c2 -models. 
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II THE WEAK CORRESPONDENCE PRINCIPLE 
This chapter is ~ainly an account of work done by 
J.R. Klauder and published in reference 4. The exposi-
tion in this chapter will be heuristic~ which will allow 
me to formulate the important points more elegantly and 
in a language more familiar to physicists. 
1 The Usual Correspondence Principle 
First I want to remind you of the canonical procedure to 
pass from classical to quantum mechanics for the case of 
one degree of freedom. One starts with the Hamiltonian 
formulation of the classical problem by giving a function 
H(p~q) where the variables satisfy 
P
• = _ a H C p , oJ. ~ = a H ( p , g)_ 
aq , "-~ ap 
More generally the time development of any function 
A(p~q) that does not explicitly depend on time is given by 
A(p.q) = (~ ~-JH ~) = {A H} , aq ap aq ap , 
which is called the Poisson bracket of A and the Hamil-
tonfunction H. The quantization prescription is then to 
replace p and q by operators E and g such that the Pais-
son bracket {A~B} nf two functions of p and q goes over 
into -i [~~.§.], where [A~_g] is the commutator of the two 
operators A and 8 corresponding to A and B.* - -
* This program cannot be carried out fully. R.Arens and 
D.Babbitt have shown in reference 5 that for any classi-
cal Hamiltonian of the form H=~p 2 +f(q) {A~B} cannot go 
over into -ifA,.§_] for all A and B~ not even if we re-
strict our attention to polynomials in p and q. I am in-
depted to Prof. R.F.Streater for pointing this out to me. 
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Since {q,p} = 1, the operators g and£ e.g. will have to 
satisfy 
[9.,P) = i 
The situation is similar for a field. The classical Hamil-
tonian is then a functional H(~(~),~(~l) where the field 
·(~) and the momentum ~(x) are again canonically conju-
gate. To quantize one replaces~(~) and ~(~) by operators 
satisfying the canonical commutation relations (CCR) 
, 
and imposes normal ordering. This prescription is called 
the correspondence principle (CP). 
,; 
It is well known that the above procedure often leads into 
difficulties. The interaction Hamiltonian is in general 
just not a linear operator defined on a dense domain of 
the Hilbert space. Therefore, efforts have been made to 
define operator products at the same space-time point so 
as to attain an operator. But this can be shown to be im-
possible in general. 
An example where the CP "''arks for the most common opera-
tors is the relativistic free field. The classical Hamil-
tonian is in this case 





Let us consider its matrix elements between the states 
' 
where ~o is the normalized ground state of this theory. 
One finds that 
(<l>[1T 1 cf>], ,...rl<l>[1T,<f>]) = H(1T,cf>) ; 
i.e. the diagonal matrix elements of the quantum Hamilto-
nian yield the classical Hamiltonian. 
2 The Weak Corr!;:spondence Princie_l~ 
Eq. 5 gives the kind of relation between a classical and 
a corresponding quantum theory that is required by the 
weak correspondence principle (WCP). Klauder studied it 
in reference 4 e.g. for one neutral, scalar, Euclidean 
invariant, self interacting field and showed that it 
holds not only for the Hamiltonian but also for the six 
generators of Euclidean transformations. 
To give the reader a better feeling for the content and 
importance of the WCP, let us look at its simplest mani-
festations. We shall from now on write the classical field 
and momentum as g(~) and f(x) so that instead of eq. 4 
we have now 
As I mentioned, we assume the field to be neutral, i.e. 




e i ~? e i ~ J e i J {_t ( ~ ) f ( ~ ) -2!. ( ~ ) g ( ~ ) J d x e- i ~le- i ~? 
where the self-adjoint generators of translations 
~= (~,~~~)and rotations l = cJl,J-2,j3) satisfy 
the commutation relations 
I 
[ 0 'l ] Jk' £11 
• (i) 
= le:klm.;m 
and commute with the self-adjoint Hamiltonian ~= 
Further we assume that the Hilbert space Je in which these 
operators act contains a vector ~with the properties 
Klauder shows that it follows from these assumptions 
that for well behaved f and g 
and 
(~[f,g],9Dk~[f,g]) = ff(~)~kg(~Jd~ 
(~[f,g],Jk~[f,g]) = fe:klmf(~Jx 1 vmg(~)d~ , 
which are just the classical translation and rotation 
generators Pk(f,g) and Jk(f,g). 
He further shows that operators satisfying the CP will 
always satisfy the ltJCP. HovJGver, if ~k and } k are chosen 
according to the CP, they will often not satisfy the 
above assumptions, which are imparative on physical 
grounds. In these cases the WCP remains valid although 
the CP fails. 
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We speak of an irreducible representation of the CCR if 
every operator in 1f:. that commutes with all the j_(~) and 
~(~) is a multiple of the identity. The Fock representa-
tion~ which is the best known representation of the CCR~ 
is irreducible. Irreducibility of the CCR representation 
is not implied by the WCP. This will be examplified by 
the RS-models. 
In contrast to the usual correspondence principle~ the 
WCP does not imply that the operators which satisfy it 
can be constructed from f and ~ only. In all the models 
that we shall consider~ ~0 will be a nondegenerate eigen-
vector of ~. A theorem due to Araki tells us then that 
for reducible CCR-representations ~ cannot be constructed 
from i and~ only. This situation arises also for~1 ~ 
qj) 6i) 
" 2 ~ and J 3 in the RS-models. 
A special feature of our models will be that we shall 
maintain tho CCR even in the interacting cases. We do 
not deny that many interacting models have been consid-
erod where the CCR are not satisfied. What we want to in-
vestigate is whether there are interesting models which 
do fulfil them. 
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III KLAUOER'S ROTATIONALLY-SYMMETRIC MODEL FIELD THEORIES 
1 The Classical Models 
We want to consider the models whose classical Hamilto-
nians are given by 
H(f,g) 
where the two arguments of H, the field g and the momen-
tum f are taken to be real valued elements of 
L 2 (1R 3 J,:·f,gel~(IR 3 ). (f,f) and (g,g) on the r.h.s. of eq. 7 
denote scalar products in L2(R 3 ), linear in the second 
variable. For simplicity let us restrict V0 to poly-
nomials 
n Max 
Vo{z;2(g,g)} = C vn{?;2(g,g)}n 
n=2 
where the summation starts with n=2 because we have col-
lected all the linear terms in (g,g) in m~(g,g). Every 
H(f,g) that can be vJritten in the form of the r.h.s. of 
eq. 7 could be written in just one way were it not for 
the superfluous parameter z;2. We inserted z; 2 because we 
shall find that to every classical modal satisfying 7 and 
8 and having mlO there exists a one-parameter family of 
quantum theories corresponding to it in the sense of the 
WCP whenever V
0
{z; 2 (g,g)} satisfies a certain positivity 
condition, that we shall spell out later. 
Note that the Hamiltonian, eq. 7, is not relativistic: 






badly non-local~ i.e. the relation between the values of 
the field at different points jn space matters even if 
they are miles apart. H(f~g) is invariant under a huge 
group of transformations in L2 (!R 3 ) that map an element in 
L2 CR3l into another in L 2 CR 3 l~ namely the ones which r r 
leave the scalar product invariant. We call this group 
0(m~R 3 ). 0 and ~ refer to the fact that it is a group of 
(real) orthogonal transformations in an m-dimensional 
space and ~ 3 reminds us that the integration involved in 
taking the scalar product which is left invariant ex-
tends over IR 3 • The Euclidean transformations 
are a locally-compact sutgroup of O(m,~ 3 ). Note that 
H(f~g) is also invariant under "time reversal"~ i.e. un-
der the replacement f+-f, g+g, which does not belong to 
O(m,~ 3 ) since it affects only f, not g. 
2 Smearing 
We want to consider the quantum theories corresponding 
to our classical model, i.e. we are looking for a re-
presentation of the CCR in a separable Hilbert space Jt 
with positive definite scalar product. This is the space 
in which the quantum Hamiltonian~ will act, and it must 
not be confused with the Hilbert space L 2 (~ 3 ) of which 
our classical field and momentum are elements. 
We cannot expect!(~) and w(x) to be "good" operators 
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in~, i.e. linear operators defined on a dense domain in 
~. This is clear already from the commutation relation, 
eq. 1, which involves a 0-function. Instead of i(~) and 
w(x) we shall therefore consider the " smeared" quantities 
and ' 
The CCR read now 
[~(f),1T(g)] = i(f,g) 9 
and eq. 6 simplifies to 
10 
3 Quantum Theory Assumptions 
We group our assumptions into three sets dealing with the 
representation of the CCR. the ground state, and the 
Hamiltonian respectively. 
-·-···-. _. ____ ---· ------
~~fEL~(~3) 3 two self-adjoint operators ~(f) 
and 1T (f) acting on a s eparab la Hilbert space d{ 
1with positive definite scalar product and satis-
j ~ • i i·yJ..ng 
<f>(cf) = c<j>(f) ' OT(cf) = C1T(f) V real c 1 1 
''
and such that 
U[f,g] = e i{<t>(f)-1T(gl) 12 
fulfils 
U[f~g 1 JU[f,g] = e ifCf~g)-(g~fl}U[fl+f;gl+g] 13 
--·--·-- _,_ -- . ------ .. ---------.. -------
* t;Je use the abbreviations 'd= for all and 3= there exist (s), 
which are quite common in the mathematical literature. 
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The CCR~ eq. 9~ follow from eq. 13~ which is called the 
VJeyl form of the CCR. He prefer it because the U[f~gJ 
are unitary so that no dcmain questions arise. 
] a vector ~0£desuch thot finite linear combi-
nations of vectors of the form 
are dense in de. 
VTe:O(oo~!R 3 ) 3 a unitary transformation U[T] 
! with the property 
U[T)~[f~gJ = ~[Tf~Tg] ~ 14 
and 3 an antiunitary transformation j such that 
15 
I 
! Up to a constant there is only one vector 
I which is invariant under all the U[:]_:_ __________ _ 
The first assu~ption~ which can also be stoted as "Every 
vector i n de i s a l.J e a k 1 i mit o f f in it e 1 in ear comb in at ion s 
of t h e ~ [ f ~ g J ' s ~ 4> [ f 6 g] = de " ~ i s c a lle d " c y c 1 i city " of 
the representation of the CCR; ¢0 is called a cyclic vee-
tor. Cyclicity is a weaker assumption than irreducibility: 
every irreducible representation is cyclic~ and eoch vee-
tor of an irreducible representation is a cyclic vector. 
A reducible roprosontoti~n may be cyclic tcor but not 
all its voctors can be cyclic. 
The ~[f~gJ spandf~ but in contrast to a basis they are 
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not all linearly independent. We say that they form a 
total set or an overcomplete family of states (OFS). 
The eqs. 15 and 14 determine j and U[TJ thanks to the 
assumed antilinearity or linearity of these operators. 
1!!!l __ Q!~L~3l:!QY~r!~Qt_~~m!1tgQ!QQ_gg~~§9t!og_t_~o~_n 
~~-~~~~1L_~!tb_eg~!~~y§_§E§9Er~m-~Q~-~Q!9~§_grg~Q~-~t~t§ 
------·------------·--------------------------------, '3 a self-adjoint operator~~O such that under! 
I 
suitable domain conditions 
[u [T] ,1-i] = o 
and 
[ ¢ ( f ) /H] = in (f) 
1-lci> = 0 
I - __________________ ____ _J 
It is easy to show that the ci> in eq. 18 coincides with i• 
I would like to point out the main features of our choice 
of assumptions. We assumed the existence of smeared field 
and momentum operators satisfying the CCR and we incorpo-
rated the huge and unrealistic 0(~~~3)-invarianco. If we 
required Poincare invariance instead, i.e. invariance un-
der the inhomogeneous Lorentz group, then our assumptions 
would all be fairly standard. Klauder insisted on O(O'l,tR3J 
invariance for computational convenience. In fact the main 
two theorems that he derived in reference 1 and that I am 





compare them with deductions that have been made, say, 
from the Wightman axioms. 
4 Quantum Theory Results 
We group the main results into two theorems. The first 
deals with the overlap (~.~[f,g]), which we will call the 
reproducing kernel*, and makes use of the first two bun-




I Every reproducing kernel satisfying (i) and (ii) 
is of the form 
-1flcf~f)+m(g,g)} 1 
( ~ ~ [ f, g] ) = e m with m> 0, ~ ~ 1 .! 1 9 
I 
The pairs (m,<l satisfying the above restrictions II 
are in one-to-one correspondence with the equi-
valence classes of CCR representations that sa- I 
I tisfy (i) and (iil. The representations are irre- i.' 
lducible if ~=1, reducible if ~>1. ---~ 
The term reproducing kernel should really be given to 
the more general quantities(~[·F!g 1 ],¢(f,g]). However 
these are completely determined by (~~~[f,g]). Using 
eq. l3a it follows namely that 
( ~ [ f! g 1 J I ~ [fIg] ) = e -~ { ( f! g)- ( g; f ) } ( IP.,, cp [ f- f ~g .. g 1 ] ) 
** The CCR-representations appearing in theorem 1 are just 
those considered by Vsrboven in reference 6 for the 
Einstein model of a crystal. Our parameter m is there 
interpreted as the frequency w of the oscillations of 
the atoms in the crystal and ~= (cth2~T) 2 • Verboven does not consider whether other representations would 
be possible too. 
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This theorem tells us about the existence of theories sa-
tisfying the first two sets of assumptions and gives a 
complete survey of them. Knowledge of the reproducing ker-
nel characterizes them up to unitary equivalence. 
Theorem 2 
I For each of the representations of theorem 1 
3 a Hamiltonian satisfying (iii) and with matrix! 
elements 
( ~ [ f 1 1 g J. J I 1-1 ~ [fIg] ) = 









l; 2 = -"'- for every V { z} 
n E; 
= l v zn such , . n 
n=1 max 2 , n q. 
~\/ (-) > 0 
n m (q-n): 
n= ---· 
that for q=1 1 2, ••• 
The last restriction is the promised positivity condition. 
It is manifestly fulfilled if all the v >0. We write 
n 
5 Discussion 
In order to see to which classical model a given quantum 
Hamiltonian belongs, we look at its diagonal matrix ele-
ments: 
(~[f~g],1-l~[f,g]) = ~[(f,f)+m2(g,g)+V{l;2(g,g)}J 
1 
= 2[(flf)+mo2(g,g)+~ {l;2(g,gJ}] 




the WCP requires~ 
Note that the case ~=1 encompasses only "free" models~ 
where VJ }=0~ i.e. if we want to have interaction we 
must employ a reducible representation. For all ~>1 the 
same interactions are possible. 
I would like to say a few words about the particle inter-
pretation. Klauder et al. find in reference 2 
with 
m~ ( 1 m-) P+ = - - ~~ - m ... -m- m 
- -t 
and 
Therefore the two-point function can heuristically be 
written as 
( ( t ) ( ) ) 1 ~ ( ) [ p- - im- t p... - im + t -1 ~o~4> _x~ lj> v ~0 = -2u x-\1 -e +-e ~ -L - .J.. m- m... · 
which shows that our models possess in the reducible case 
two asymptotic one-particle states and just one in the 
irreducible case. 
The two theorems have been derived without the introduc-
tion of boxes, momentum space cut-offs, or perturbation 
expansions. At no stage of the calculations did diver-
gencies arise. 
It is nevertheless interesting to investigate whether 
these models could also be solved by perturbation theoretic 
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methods. This has been undertaken by J.G.Taylor in refs-
renee 2 for the special case 
He found that mass, coupling constant, and wave function 
renormalization cannot remove all divergencies. The ad-
ditional asymptotic one-particle state in reducible re-
presentations gets lost. The only case where the pertur-
bation procedure works is A=O, i.e. the free case. These 
results are not surprising: A cut-off had to be intro-
duced and the Fock representatio11# which is irreducible, 
was used. The final removal of the cut-off does not make 
the representation reducible, and, therefore, meaningful 
results can be expected in tre case A=O only. 
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Til ON THE REDUCIBILITY OF REPRESENTATIONS OF 
LINEAR GROUPS 
1 Tensors 
I found many of the results that I shall present in this 
chapter first in a more pedestrian way. But recently I 
became aware of their close resemblence with correspon-
ding results that Hamermesh derives in reference 7 for 
GL(N) by studying irreducible tensors with respect to 
this group and by using Young diagrams. I shall in this 
chapter~ therefore, use this more elegant and to many fa-
miliar language. 
We introduce an orthonormal basis a 1 pa 2 ~··· in L2(1R 3 ). 
Then we can associate with each hEL2(R 3 ) a vector 
(hl~h2, ••• ) in 12, where hi=(a.,h). 
1 
and equals (h,h). Consider a group 
co . . 
C h1 *h 1 is finite 
i=1 
5 of bounded linear 
r,;-
transformations in L2(:R 3 L e.g. 'J =O(co,IR 3 ). The transfor-
~ 
mat ions T€f ch .-~n~o h into h, which can be written in the 
language of 12 as 
.. i=1,2~··· 
is finite since each of tho r factors on the r.h.s. is. 
22 
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When the h , n=1, ••• ,r are transformed according to . n . 
~1 ~r 
eq. 22, h1 ••• h will go into r 
00 
= ~1---..,,--
j 1 ' • • • ' j = 1 r 
i 1 ••• i 
More generally we will call a set of quantities F r 
a tensor of rank r with respect to the group czr if 





The permutations p of r elements {1,2, .•• ,r}~{a 1 ,a 2 , ••• ,a }, r 
which we write as 
II 
form a group S , called the symmetric group of degree r. 
r 
Obviously 
i i 1 i r 
T. • •• T. 
J 1 J r 
T 
a,.. . . . . 
which we abbreviate as 
T(i) = Tp(i) (j) p(j) 
Ja,... ' 
We associate with each p~S an operator E which repla-
r 
ces the 1st index of a tensor by the a1th, the 2nd by 
th the az , etc.: 
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or in abbreviated notation 
I want to show that the £ commute with all the transfer-
mations 24': 
This com~utation property implies that all tensors of 
rank r with a particular symmetry under permutation of 
their indices will be transformed among themselves by the 
transformations 24'. The space of rth rank tensors is, 
therefore, reducible ir.to subspaces consisting of tensors 
of different symmetry. 
We denote by (a1,a 2 , ••• ~a ) the operator which brings, n 
th for n>1, the index that was at the a 1 place from the 
il ••• i th 
left in F r to the a 2 place, the one that was at 
th th the a 2 to the a 3 , ••• ~ 
th to the o1 • For n=1., Ca1) 
the one that was at the a th 
n 
shall be the identity operator. 
(bl,b 2 , ••• ,bn) commute if none of the ai's equals any of 
the b.'s. Every pe::'mutation operator .e. can be written as 
J 
a product of cycles that involves each of the numbers 
1, ••• ,r just once. We shall omit cycles containing a 
single number. If the number of cycles with an even num-
ber of entries is even, then wo will say that the permu-
tation has parity o=+1, if it is odd we will say that 
25 
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the parity o=-1. 
3 The Young Theory 
Young's procedure of splitting the space of all tensors 
into mutually orthogonal subspaces, each consisting of 
tensors with definite symmetry properties, is described 
in many textbooks (e.g. references 7 and 8). I will quote 
the result for a tensor of arbitrary rank r and illustrate 
it for special cases. 
For each way of splitting r into a sum of nonnegative 
integers, that we order according to decreasing magnitude 
' ' 
we draw AI squares in a line, A2 in the next below, then 
A3 , etc., always so that the loft ends coincide. These 
pictures are called the Young graphs. For r=4 we have the 
following ones: 
4+0+0+0=4 3+1+0+0=4 2+2+0+0=4 2+1+1+0=4 1+1+1+1=4 
IIIII ,----, EB w q I I I ; I __ J ~ 26 --' t_.] 
Fill one of the squares with the number 1, then another 
with 2, and so on until finally the number r is inserted 
into the last square. Do this in such a way that at each 
stage there are no unfilled squares to the left or above 
a filled one. In this manner we got the so called stand-
ard Young tableaux. 
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For r=4 they are 
.li.hl~-L ~.! [~J2!3J rmJ r m t3 4 [±f~f~l ~I!l --1 rl r-s-1 3: 27 
[1314] ~' _ _j 
rn·~ 
Each Young tableau stands for a symmetrization procedure, 
which I want to describe now. 
Take the sum of all the operators corresponding to a 
permutation of tho numbers in one of the rows. Let P de-
note the product of the sums for all the rows in the 
tableau. Similarly take the sum of all the operators 
corresponding to a permutation of the numbers in one of 
the columns, each multiplied with the parity of the per-
mutation. Denote the product of the sums for all the co-
lumns in the tableau by Q. y~g P is called the Young 
operator corresponding to the tableau. 
P = [e+(12l] [e+(34J] I Q = [e-(13)] [e-(24)] , 
(e is the identity), 
i.e. 




p = e +(13) , 0 = e-(12)-(24)-(41)+(124)+(142) , thus 
The symmetrization procedures corresponding to the stand-
ard tableaux for a given r lead all to mutually orthogo-
nal subspaces; i.e. if we apply Y corresponding to the 
-t . 
ii;:;i 
standard tableau T to a tensor F r and then Yt 1 
corresponding to the different standard tableau t 1 to 
the result, we will get zero for every choice of 
i 1 • • • ir 
F • However acting with Y 
-t 
i 1 ••• i 
again on (Y F) r 
-t 
amounts just to a multiplication with a number c that 
T 
depends on the graph of T 
c = (number of squares in t--~--e~gLr~a~e_h~)~!--~--------~ 
t number of standard tableaux corresponding to the graph • 
-24-










then the sum of the symmetrized F corresponding to the 
il···i 
different standard tableaux will give F r back 1 
i 1 • • • i 
[:CY F) r 
i 1 . • . i 
- F r 
T 
T 
i1i2 ••• i 
An arbitrary tensor of rank r 1 F r 1 has r! ele-
ments with an index 1 1 an index 2 1 .,,~ and an index r 
because there are r: permutations of r distinct elements. 
We expect that there are relations between these r! ele-
ments in the case of a symmetrized tensor and that the 
sum of the number of independent components of all the 
tensors corresponding to the different tableaux is r! 
In fact~ the number of independent components of a ten-
sor corresponding to a given standard tableau is equal 
to the number of different standard tableaux that belong 
to the graph in question. Let us check this for fourth 
rank tensors. Counting the tableaux in 27 1 the quoted 
result tells us that there are 
independent components. 
Let us verify some of the above statements in the case 
of third rank tensors. The standard tableaux and the cor-
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Abbreviate (Y F)i 1 i 2 i 3 = Gi 1 i 213 • We oxpoct two indGpan-
-~2 
dent components among 
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In fact 
G478 = F478+F748-F874_F847 
G487 = F487+F847_F784_F748 
G748 = F748+F478_F847_F874 = G478 
G784 = F784+F874-F487-F478 =-G478-G487 
G847 = F847+f'+B7-F748-F784 = G'+87 
G874 = FB74+F7'+8-F478-F487 =-G'+78-G487 
Tensors that have been symmetrized according to proce-
dures corresponding to different Young graphs span spaces 
containing inequivalent representations. 
If we do not consider arbitrnry tensors but restrict 
ourselves to those that have certain symmetry properties 
like being symmetric in the first two indices 6 then ap-
plying the Young operator to such a tensor may yield 
one that does not Bxhibit the initial symmetries and that., 
therefore, cannot be considered as the contribution to 
the original tensor from an invariant subspace. The sum 
of certain such "contributions" belonging all to the same 
graph, however, will exhibit the initial symmetries and 
will therefore in fact be a contribution from an inva-
riant subspace. I shall return to this soon in more de-
tail and more explicitely for cases of special interest. 
j 1 ••• j 
Besides the tensors F r, which transform according 
to eq. 24., 
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c I 
jl ' • • • ~ j r 
we can also introduce tensors F. . with the contra-
11 ••• 1 r 
variant transformation properties 
As Young operators for the contravariant quantities we 
take 
Y+ = CQEl+ = f+O+ 
By (F,G) we understand 
F. . 
J l ••• J . r 
We call (F,G) the scalar product of F and G. It has the 
properties 
(F,GJ=(U[T)F,U[T]G) ~Te:f!J and 
(j"J -1*j i 
ForT in an orthogonal group~ there holds T . = T. , 
l J 
i.e. covariant and contravariant quantities transform in 
exactly the same manner, so that it will be convenient 
to write both with upper indices. The only difference be-
tween the two types is then that in one case we use Y, 
+ 
in the other Y as Young operators. We can consider the 
first as kets, the second as bras. 
i__?pecial Tensor~ 










The last form suggests that we can describe the action 
of (6 53 1) as follows: Replace h by h , h by h , 
a6 as as a3 
h by h , h by h • This last form has for our purpo-
a3 al al as 
ses many advantages over the middle one. We will no longer 
have to indicate the indices when writing down our sums 
and differences of tensors since they are equal for each 
term. In fact, we need no longer consider the h.'s as ele-
1 
ments of 12, we may consider them now again as elements 
of L2(R 3) and speak of the variables of a tensor instead 
of speaking of its indices. 
Let us apply Y12 and Y13 to various tensors. -3 -2 
' 
ltf .:f(!]]f i ! ~ l i 
h 1h2 h 3+h 2 h1h 3-h 3h2 h1-h 2 h 3 h1 ! hlh2h3+h3h2hl-h2hlh3-h3hlhJ 
I 
! 
2h 1 h1h2 -h 2 h1h 1-h 1h 2 h1 0 
h1h2h2+h 2h1h2-2h 2h2 h1 h1h2 h 2 +h 2h2h1-2h 2h1h2 
0 0 
h1h1 h2 is symmetric in tho first two variablos end so is 
Y12h1h1h 2• Similarly h1h 2 h2 is symmetric in the last two -3 




sum of the two. however. is symmetric in the last two 
variables. Another aspect of this situation is that the 
two are not independent. 
This outcome can be understood already by looking at 
Young tableaux:~312 requires symmetrizing h h h al az a3 with 
respect to h and h and antisymmetrizing between h 
al az al 
and ha
3
• If we replace 1 .2. and 3 in~~ and in~ by a 1• 
a 2 • and a 3 respectively. thon we gat in our example 
---
rr~~ 
3 ~ 2 
1 1 2 , 1 l 2 .L 
2 l 
1 2 2 1 2 1 2 
2 2 
It can be seen from t2 that r~ 3 h 1 h1h 2 =D since this tells 
us that we antisymmetrize between two identical quantities. 
That Y~ 2 h 1 h 2 h 2 and Y~ 3 h 1 h 1 h 2 are not independent follows 
from the fact that we have in both cases 12 indicating 
2 
that we symmetrize in both cases between h 1 and one of 
the h 2 and antisymmetrize between h 1 and the other h 2 • 
More generally. we can proceed as follows to characterize 
the invariant subspacos that contribute to tensors which 
arc constructed as products of voctors h •h • ••. •h 
a1 az ar 
of which some are equal: we write down tho different Young 
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graphs and insert the numbers a 1 , ••• ,a into the squa-r 
res in all possible standard ways. The meaning of "stand-
ard" has here been generalized to the requirement that 
the numbers do not decrease from left to right and do 
increase downwards. 
Let us illustrate the method in a more complicated exam-
invariant subspaces. We replace in the standard tableaux 27 
3 by 2 and 4 by 3. (The latter is obviously not essential). 
The result is 
~ ' 
1 2 2 3 1 2 2 1 2 I 1 2 l 3 2 3 l 2 ~ 3 1 2 3 I 1 2 i 




1 2 3 l 3 I ! 
2 I ~ 
J K 
The tableaux that I crossed out correspond to Young oper-
operators of those connected by brackets must be added 
to get the contributions to h1 h2 h2 h 3 from a particular 
subspace. 
We do not know yet whether the invariant subspaces that 
we have found are irreducible. This will depend on the 
group 0'. We will find in the next chapter for a special 
cese and later generally that they are in fact irredu-
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cible for the O(oo) groups that we will consider, although 
these are only subgroups of the group of all bounded li-
near transformations in L2(!R 3). 
I want to show in an example how the scalar product be-
tween two tensors, say hih2h3 and h1 h2 h3, splits into the 
contributions from various subspaces. 
I 
where the quantities on the r.h.s. denote scalar pro-
ducts in L2(~ 3 ). First we write down how h{h2h3 and 
sub- bra ket 
space hih2h3 h3hih2 h2h1h3 hlh2h3 h3hlh2 hzhlh3 
h2h3h1 h!h3h2 h3h2hi h2h3hl hlh3h2 h 3h 2 h 1 
--------
1 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6" 6 6 6 6 6 
1 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 6 6 6 -6 6 -6 6 6 6 -6 -6 -6 
1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 3 -3 3 -3 3 3 3 -3 
13 L1 1 1 1__j_i_ 1 1 1 2 3 -3 -3 3 3 -3 -3 3 
-------
Now we giva the contributions to the scalar product. 
These vanish whenever we take the contributions to the 
primed and unprimed quantities from subspaces correspon-











(hihl) (h2h2) (h3h3) (hihl)(h2h3)(h3h2) 
I 
(hih2) (hih3) (h3hl) I (hih3)(h2h2)(h3hl) 
j 1 (hih3) (h2h1) (h3h2) 1 l (hih2)(hih1)(h3h3) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
6 6 6 6 6 6 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
6 6 -g 6 -6 6 
1 1 1 1 
3 -3 -3 3 
1 1 1 1 
3 -3 3 -3 
5 A New Notation 
For later applications I would like to write tensors in 
different invariant subspaces in such a way that we refer 
to corresponding tensors in equivalent representations 
with the same symbol. This is not the case in our nota-
tion. Take e.g. the scalar product between two tensors 
from 12 • It will in general not vanish. Replace the 
3 
symbol for the second tensor by any for a tensor in the 
equivalent subspace 13 and the expression will vanish. 
2 
Y12 h1 h2h3 = h1 h2h 3-h 2h 3h1 +h 2h1 h 3-h 3h2h1 =A 
3 
and Y13 h1h 3h2 = h1 h 3h2-h 2h1h 3-h 3hlh 2 +h 2 h3h1 = B 
2 
ore corresponding tensors. To prove this, let [1321 
(within square brackets!) denote the operator that brings 
the h that stood in the 3rd place to the 18 t, that from 
--
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the 2nd to the 3rd, and that from the 1st to the 2nd: 
[132)B::A , U[T]A = U[T] (132]8 = (132JU[T]B 
which p~oves our assertion. Similarly 
+ 
Y12hih2hj = A' + and Y13 hih3h2 = 8' 
3 2 
are corresponding tensors since -[123]8' = A'. 
Our new notation consists in the case of tensors in 13 
2 
in replacing the old symbols B and B' by (132]8 and 
-[123]8' respectively. Since tensors of the form 8 span 
13, this new prescription will always associate the 
2 
same symbol with corresponding tensors in 12 and 13 
3 2 
It is obvious that our new notation suggests the same 
scalar product as before between two tensors in one 
and the same subspece. 
Equal symbols in 12 and 11 denote corresponding tensors 
3 2 
already in our old notation. In fact, 







Since U(T]A does not depend on whether we consider A as 
an element of 12 or 11 , the above two elements will cor-
3 2 
respond to each other. The element in 12 corresponding 
2 
to these is 
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1 
Y123{h 1 h2 h 3 +h 1 h 3 h2 -h 3 h1 h2 -h 3 h2 h1 } = -[132]A 
2 
Similarly correspond to Yi 2 hih2h3 =A' = -[123]8' 
+ 
besides Y1 3 h{h§h~ = B' also -z 
r~z ~{-h3hih2-h3h2hi} = A' +8' 2 
2 
and Y+ 1 'h'h'h' h'h'h'} - 1121· 1 2 3+ 2 1 3 
2 
Such investigations may be cumbersome in more complica-
ted cases. However~ I think I have found a simple gene-
rally valid prescription for writing the contributions 
to a tensor from various invariant subspaces in such a 
way that the correct scalar product between two tensors 
in one and the same subspace is suggested and such that 
corresponding tensors are represented by the same symbol. 
I checked both properties in many cases that I conside-
red likely to tell me if I was wrong but I did not give 
the general proof. 
The prescription for writing the contribution to a given 
tensor from one of our invariant subspaces in the new 




1" c -· 1" 1" 
X and X+ corresponding to a tableau • containing n 1 1" 1" 
numbers 1~ n 2 numbers 2~ .•• , and n numbers r are appli-r 
cable to tensors that are symmetric in the first n 1 ~ the 
second n 2 ~···~ and the last n variables. Consider a r 
29 
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tensor written in terms of the h's. Associate the ith h 
from the left with the ith lowest number in the tableau. 
W tells you to reorder the h so that the corresponding 
T 
numbers appear in the same order as in the tableau if we 
read its numbers like a text, i.e. from left to right be-
+ AA A A 
ginning with the top line. x,=EQ, x,=QE, where Pando 
differ from P and Q, that were introduced earlier, by 
putting [ ]-brackets around the number sequences instead 
of the ( ) ones. The meanin£ of the square brackets has 
been explained above. Note that P and Q appear in X and 
Y in opposite order. c was introduced before: c Y =Y2, 
T T-T -T 




= J J 
IT (n .. )! . lJ 
J • ]. 
where n. gives the number of j's in the tableau, n .. 
J 1J 
the number of j's in the ith row. 
This rule is much simpler than it sounds. Let me illus-
trate it for~ and h4 h2 h2 h2 • w, has in this case no 
effect since the numbers in the tableau are already in 
ascending order. 
x, = (e+ [12] + [23] + [31] + [123] + [132] )(e- (14)) 
c 
T 






+ 3 + 
X,h4hzhzhz = 8X,h4hzhzhz 
3 
= 8(-2h2hzh2h4 
We will apply this prescription more extensively in later 
chapters but obviously not in situations where its cor-
rectness would be crucial. 
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V ADDITIONAL FEATURES OF ROTATIONALLY-SYMMETRIC MODELS 
In this chapter I shall apply the methods developped in 
the last chapter to RS-models. The group £:Tis here 
to two, which I shall call h and n. I will derive the ge-
neral form of the matrix elements of the operators that 
commute with the U[T] 'V Tr.:O(oo,!R 3 ), then investigate what 
this tells me about~~ which is a particular such opera-
tor. Finally I shall introduce creation and absorption 
operators, which will shed light on the previous results 
from a different and very interesting angle. 
1 Exgonential Hilbert Space 
From theorem 1 in chapter III it can easily be derived 
using some of the assumptions (i) and (ii) that the 
overlap between two arbitrary members of our overcom-
plete family of states is given by 
(~[f',g'],¢(f,g}) 
. 1 E; 
-~{Cf',gl-Cg',fJ} -4{mCf-f',f-f'J+m(g-g',g-g'l} 
= e e 
Introducing 
with 
h = f-ima and 
~m' 
nf 17 = f'2m 
n = [f:=1' 
we can write this as 





where N is short for 
Eq. 32 tells us that we can write the overlap as a sum 
(~(f',g'],~[f,g)) = LN~~ {Ch',h)+(-l:T',·Fd}n 
n 
whose terms we can consider as describing the contri-
butions to the scalar product from the subspaces ~ 
of de. 
1-e = r- rJ?JJf_ 
'--- n 
n 
We will sometimes refer to the 1f as the sectors of Je. n 
They are symmetrized direct products of n factors~. 
in the case of reducible representations of the CCR and 
in the case of irreducible ones since ~ vanishes then. 
7C:, i s on e- d i men s i on a 1 an d con t a i n s t he v a c u urn ~~~· 
The contributions ~n[f,g] to ~[f,g] from the sectors 
~ are given by 
n 
n ~ [ f 1 g) n 
0 N 
h(x)~~(x) - -1 N fl7 
( h (.~1 ) ~ (~1 ) )( h (X 2) ~.fl. (X 2) ) 
2 N [2!' . . (h(xl) :f9.ft(xd) ••• (h(x )$fl.(x J) 
N - -- -n -n n -- :r;;:, . . I 
33 
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2 Weak Convergence in ·hand inX' 
We abbreviate elements h(~)@ft(~) by small Greek letters 
and the corresponding ~[f 1 g] by the corresponding Greek 
capitals. The scalar product of two elements 
4> = h 1 ( ~) t±-'lff 1 ( ~) and $ = h ( ~) E£1-Fr ( ~) of A is defined as 
(h 1 1h)<±>(fl. 1 1fl.) and will be denoted by C~~lJJL Assume$-"$ I 
n 
i.e. lim 0.~1/Jn) = O.~lJJ) 'r/>..t:./:.. I want to show that n+oo 
implies • 
We need only prove lim JA,,n) - (A,,) since our cycli-
n+oo N'" - N, 
city assumption says that the A form a complete set: 
(A,,n) 
lim ~N--
n+co ' n 
(A.~lJ!n) 
= lim NAe 
n+oo 
= 
3 ~ Viewed as a Representation Se_ace for 0 (oo 1 jR3) 
( ~ [ f 1 1 g'] & U [ T] ~ [ f 1 g] ) = L .fi.~ 7 { ( h ' 1 T h ) + (fl. 1 1 Ht) } n 
n 
tells us that each de, n=0 11;2 1 •• ., is invariant under n 
the U(T] VT£0(oo,IR 3 ). \tJe can therefore write 
00 
U[T] = C $ Un[T] 1 
n=O 
where Un[T] is the operator U[T] restricted to ~n~ i.e. 
replaced by 0 outside~ • We want to show that the va· 
n 
rious den are disjoint, by which we mean that no represen-
tation contained in any :X is equivalent to a representa-
n 




the impossibility of having 
¥ Te:O(co,R 3 ), where Q and P are projection operators and 
V is unitary. The proof is due to Klauder (reference 3), 
and I will reproduce it here since I will be able to ex-
plait it more fully than was done hitherto. We consider 
a sequence T~c!, Tme:O(co,IR 3 ) for m=1,2, •••• Such se-
quences exist: We introd~ce into L2(R 3 ) a basis as in the 
previous chapter and choose 





• • . c 
I . • • 
• s i 
-s -s . . 
• . -s ---c c . 





• . c 
s s 
• 
where c stands for cos e, s for sin e. 
-s -s 
c c . 
lim (~[f',g'],U[Tm]~[f,g]) =lim (~[f',g'].~(Tmf'Tmg]) 
m+co m+co 
= (~[f',g'J,~~[f,g] ~[cf,cg]) 
~[cf,cg) 
Because the Jl U[Tm) I! are uniformly bounded (they are in 
fact all 1) and because the above equation holds 
V ~[f',g'] and ~(f,g], the silver rule (Cf. appendix A) 




where I is the identity operator in de • However~ n n 
Qcn! Q = VPcPI PV- 1 n p 
can~ unless n=p~ only hold V c between -1 and +1 if 
Q=P=O. 
4 Operators Commuting with all the ~Jll 
We consider matrix elements of an arbitrary bounded oper-
ator 53 that commutts with U[T] \1 T£0(oo~!R 3 ). We call the 
set of these operators the commutator of the U(T] and 
write it as {U[O(oo~~ 3 l]}' or shorter as {U[T]}'. 
( ~ [ f' ~ g , ] /£~ [ f ~ g] ) = ( ~ [ f , I g' J ~ u - 1 [ T ]~ u [ T] ~ [fIg] ) 
= (~(Tf'~Tg'J~~~[Tf~Tg]) 
VTE0(oo~~ 3 ). These matrix elements can therefore only de-
pend on 
or equivalently on 
( h: h ' ), ( h !fl.' ) ~ ( .fT; .ft' ) ~ ( h; h L ( h! ft) ,II ( +t! h L (fl.; .fl. L (hI h), ( h ~ .ft) ~ ( .ft ~fl.). 
Disjointness of~ as a representation space for the U[TJ 





where~ is the restriction of 53 to de • We can therefore put 
n n 
( ~ [f ' , g ' ] , 53 ~ [ f , g] ) n n n 
= N ~ [ f! g,) N ~ [ f ~ g] An ( C h; h' ), ( h !.ft' ) , ( +r ;.J:t' L ( h; h) ~ ( h !.ft L ( .fT; h), 






= N ~ [ f; g , J N ~ [ f, g] An [ ( h; h ' ) , •• ~ , c ( h; h) , ••• , ( h 1 h) , ••• J 
On the other hand we have that 
IJ 
to which the n'th sector contributes 
Comparing this with eq. 37 we find that An cannot depend 
on (h,h),(h 3 ~),(~~~). Similarly one sees that it also can-
not depend on (h!h') 1 (h!.ft'),(-R-!.fr'). Since 
~ [ cf, cg] n ___ _ 
N~[cf,cg) 
n = c 
~ [ f # gJ 
N [ J ~ fig 
I 
it follows that A is homogeneous of degree n. It must n 
be a polynomial in its arguments. Assume this were not 
the case, introduce a basis in L2 (R 3 )" and consider a 
d-dimensional subspace of the ensuing 12 space. ~will 
not reduce to a polynomial in this subspace. ~ can there-
fore not lie in {U[O(dJ]}' and a fortiori not in 
{U[O(oo,JR 3 J]}'. It follows that we can write 
37 
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CIO p q 
=N'N{ -,1-,C C b (h'h)p-r(h'-IT)r(.ft'hls(+t'+t)q-s 
p~q=Op.q.r=O s=O pr~qs ~ ~ • 38 
To ~=I corresponds 
In order that the b determine in fact a bounded 
pr~qs 
operator §31 they must be sufficiently well behaved for 
large values of their indices. We saw, eq. 36~ that 
CIO 
~= c @~. 
n=O 
rent P;. The 
n 
Different sequences ~ correspond to diffe-n 
C (n-q+1) (q+·l) = 
q=O 
(n+1) (n+2) (n+3) 
3! 
complex numbers b \vith p+q·=n determine 5) completely. pr,qs n 
Different such sets correspond to different ~ in the ca-
n 
se of reducible representations of the CCR~ whereas in 
the case of irreducible representations we can choose 
b n-q r,q s 
5 Irreducible Representations of the CCR 
In this case eq. 38 reduces to 
On the other hand 1.ve know that each 1e is invariant 
n 
under U[O(co;~ 3 J]. Assume for the moment that they are 
also irreducible. Schur's lemma tells us then~ since 
the de are disjoint, that each.£ must be a multiple of n n 
39 
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the identity~ say bn·I. They will correspond to 
~-e:{U[O(co~IR 3 J]}' if and only if the bn are uniformly bounded. 
The matrix elements of this operator are obviously just 
those given by eq. 39. The de are therefore in fact irre-
n 
ducible since other~.<lise there would be operators !f3 whose 
matrix elements are not of the form given in eq. 39. We 
introduce a new notation 
( ~ [ f ~ g , ] ~ 1}]3~ [ f ~ g 1 ) 
h'*(x )h'*(x ) 
( 
_l __ 2 ) 
= N~N'h'*(x),N' ,. •• 
- j2T 
b 0 0 o 
0 b1D 
Comparing with eq. 39 we note that on the r.h.s. not 
only matrix multiplication is implied but also inte-
gration over arguments that appear twice. 
This notation lies halfway between describing elements 
of ~7just by a symbol and giving the coefficients with 
respect to a basis. Each entry in the column vector is 
not just a coefficient of ~[f~g] but the contribution 
to ~[f,g] from a subspace that is irreducible under the 
U[T]. This notation is useful if one considers only 
operators that commute with the U[T]. They are repre-
sented by matrices. The elegance of the notation will 
become clear in the case of reducible representations 
of the CCR, where the matrices need no longer be diago-
nal because of the appearance of equivalent representations. 
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6 Reducible Representations of the CCR 
In this case the de are no longer irreducible except for 
n 
~· df1 is the direct sum of two invariant subspaces, 
df1 =}flO ~fJf.Ol, where~
1 0 contributes Nh(x) and;;tl01 
Nft(~) to ~[f,g]. Both subspaces are irreducible since 
the representations that they carry are both equivalent 
to the representation in 1e1 in the case of irreducible 
representations of the CCR. In general, it is clear that 
jf is reducible into invariant subspaces ~p,q with 
n 
p=0,1, ••• ,n; q=n-p. The contribution to ~[f,g] from 
3fP , q i s ~:=;;- ( TI1 h ( X • ) ) ( • TI 1.f.T ( X • ) ) • 




2 r~-r ( h c ~ 1 ) ~ c ~ l ) H h c ~ 2 ) e-ft c ~ 2 ) ) 
[
h (~1) h (~2) •ft (2:1 ).ft (~2) l 
= N [L!' IDh (~1 ).J:t (~2 )@ f2T 
3 n=~ ( ~) ( h~.ft) ( haN:T) 
= N rh~ffil~~4~&1J~;J ~. . . . 
N n 
n "'f"'!9i n ( h ( .~ 1. ) tih"r ( ~ 1. J) 
~n. i=1 : 
h(xl) ••• h(x )~(x 1 J ••• .ft(x )J 
= N): ·~ - r I l·-p+ J-v' -n -·- - . p. ~ n-p • p-n,n 1, ••• ,1 
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We know from the previous chapter that the representa-
tions inJeP~q and~q,p are equivalent but in general not 
irreducible. For the lowest sectors of Hilbert space,! 
shall list below the invariant subspaces which we already 
know of~ and I shall give the contributions to ~[f,g] 
that they contain. I need not give them for kets and bras 
separately since they look the same. This is d~e to the 
fact that to each graph there corresponds only one stand-
ard tableau containing a given number of ones and the 
rest twos. I shall list also, for kets and bras, the 
symbols introduced at the end of the last chapter. 
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Sub- Contribution in 
space original notation new notation 
kets) bras 
L N / ··-
7(1 0 1 Nh(x) -
;(t' 0 1 2 N-l''r( x) I -
I h (2:1) h (2:2) I 
17e2 0 1 1 N fT!' 
~11 (' 
h C2:1 Ht C2:2) +.fl. C2:1 l h (2:2) 






N I 22 m' I 





h h+t+ h.fth +f'rh h 
1 1 2 N 3J2!' - I 
2hh+t-h-Rh~hh N2 h h+t·- 2+th h 
p N 3 J ~ !' 3~~r -
x•21 122 Nh..ft.Ft+.fthfi+.ft.!=th 3f~ :· 
N2h-l:ffi.-~h.fr-f:t.hh 1 N2h+rl=t-2.fttth 
!2 ----"317!' 3 J 2 :· 
dt'03 222 Nfl.A.!:r f~!' 
de4 0 1 1 1 1 N~ f4r 
~311 
Nhhh+t+hh+th+h+thh++thhh 
1 1 1 2 4f3'f'-
N3hhh+t-hh+th-h+thh-+thhh 3hhh-l=:T-3+Thhh 
1 1 1 N 4 J 3 !; 2 4i 3 :· -
-;;e2 2- 1122 
N h h.J=t.l:t + hf:t h+t + h.ftft h +.ft h h+t +·fl. h,.~y h +..ftf:T h h 













1222 N 4~ 3 :' 
3 h-fTfrft- fl. hftf:t -f:n"t h.ft -·l=r-h+t h i 3 N3 h,'=tfrfl'- 3-ft+rl;.h 
~22 N . 4 f3"!' I , 4J 3 :• 




The expression can be taken over from the left where I 
left a place empty. The new notation differs from the 




N h hfl.R.+ hfl.hfl.- hffih +f:!.h hfl.-.frh·FI'h -fl.fth h 
4(2:) 
It is easy to see that the invariant subspaces listed in 
the table must be irreducible. Assume for the moment that 
this is true. Introduce as in the case of irreducible CCR 
representations a matrix notation where each entry cor-
responds to an irreducible subspace and use th9 now 
notation. U[TJ will then for each fixed T look the same 
in equivalent subspaces since one and the same symbol 
denotescorresponding vectors in them. Each-'3t:{U(O(oo,!R 3 )]}' 
will be represented by a matrix with constant coefficients 
that has nonzero elements only between equivalent subspa-
ces. (If we used the original notation, ~ could not be 
n 
characterized so simply.) The number of independent ele-
ments in the matrix characterizing~ equals the sum of 
n 
the squares of the numbers of equivalent representations 
in 'Je , which is 
n 
(n+1) (n+2) (n+3) 
3! 
On the other hand we saw earlier that tho b too, pr,qs' 
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determine '!B completely and that there are just 
(n+ 1 )(n
3
+Z.')(n+ 3 ) b 's with p+q=n.~ can therefore 
pr,qs n 
not be further reducible. 















1 11 1 




1 1 1 
2 






All matrix elements outside the blackened areas will va-
nish. 
For a given such matrix check for each blackened square 
whether it can be replaced by a number of smaller ones 
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alone the main diagonal in such a way that every matrix 
element outside vanishes. Take the sum of the absolute 
squares of the matrix elements in each of these mini-
mal squares. A sufficient condition for the matrix to 
correspond to a bounded operator ~is that these sums be 
uniformly bounded. 
The Hamiltonian ~ is a self-adjoint operator that commu-
tes with all the U[TJ. We can therefore write it in the 
above matrix form, too. The restriction on the magnitude 
of the matrix elements that we have for operators in 
{U[O(~,R 3 l]}' does not apply to~ because it is unboun-
dad. The matrix describing ~ will be symmetric. 
7 Creation and Annihilation Operators for Irreducible 
Representations 
I claim that 
for n = 1,2, ••• and A(a)<t>0 = 0 
defines for each a£L2(~ 3 ) a closable linear operator A(a) 
acting on;r. 42 shows that A(a) is linear and that it 
maps every element of de into an element of if 
1
• It n n-
follows from 42 how A(a) acts on ~(f,g]: 
~ 1 n 
A(al<t>[LgJ = A(alNC@"fr)TTfh(~.J = (a,hl<:[f,g] 
0 n. . 1 1 n= 1= 




of A(cd to linear combinations of <Il'[f,g], which we know 
to be dense in de. A(cd is therefore a linear operator. 
In order to prove that it is closable we show that it 
+ 
possesses an adjoint A (a). 
42' 
{a(~ 1 )h(~2 ) •• h(~n+ 1 l+h(~ 1 )a(~ 2 ) •• h(~n+i)+ •• +h(~l) •• h(~n)a(~n+ 1 l} 
This relation simplifies for the special case a=h-f~~~g to 
n+1 
= tr;-;>(TT1 h ( X • ) 
'I 1= -1 
It follows from 42' that 
~ a(xl)h(x 2 ) ••• h(x 1 l+ ••• +h(xl) ••• h(x )a(x 1 1 = Nr=:~ - - -n+ - -n -n+ 
n = 0 ~ ( n + 1 ) !' 
A+(a) is a linear operator. Let us prove that it is in 
fact the adjoint of A(a). We have to show: 
(c7J[f;g'J,A+(al<IJ(f,g]) = (<Il[f,g],A(a)<IJ[f!g'])* 
= (h!aJ(c7J[f!g'J,<Il[f,g)) 
In fact 






From the definition of A and A it follows immediately that 
44 
[ 
+ ] n an d eva 1 u at in g A ( a ) , A ( 8 ) 11"'11 h ( ~ i ) one finds 
45 
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Equations 44 and 45 are the commutation relations of ab-
sorption and creation operators. We shall call A(a) an 
• + 
absorpt1on, A (a) a creation operator and de the n-particle 
n 
sector of Hilbert space. 
We can write 
A(a) = fd~ a*(x)A(x) 
A(x) is a linear operator and it has been used by Klauder 
in his lectures at Brandeis (reference 3). I prefer to 
deal with the smeared operators since A(~) is not closable 
and does therefore not possess an adjoint. If one tries 
+ to define a quantity A (x) at least on a subspace of~~ 
one easily convinces oneself that this is possible for 
the null-vector only, not for ~0 • 
Let e , n=1,2, ••• denote an orthonormal basis in L2(~ 3 ). n 
We claim that the Hamiltonian can be written as 
Using ~e (x.)(e ,h) = h(x.), we find 
L- n -1 n -1 
n 
n n 
t11T1h(x.) = n•mTI1h(x.) 1= -1 1= -1 
~ acts thus in each irreducible subspace ~ of ~,as a 
n 
multiple of the identity, namely n•m•I. It is therefore 
an operator commuting with the U[TJ V Te:O(oo,tR 3 ) but ob-
viously not a bounded one. Its elements between states of 
our overcomplete family are 
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(~[f!g'] ,1H(f,g)) = i(f'-img' ,f-img)(~[f!g'],~[f,g]) 
in agreement with eq. 20. 
It follows from eq. 42" that 
<lln[f,g] 
N(A+(h))n~ 
n! o ' 
and hence 
+ 
~[f,g] = NeA (h) ~o 
8 Creation and Annihilation Operators for Reducible 
ReQresentations 
Define operators A(a 1 ~a 2 ) by 
E:2 n-1 p n-1 
= .fPC a 1 'h) il=l1 h (25_i) iUp +t (25_i J$fqC a 2 ,fl.) il=~ h C~i) i Jpl+ 1+t (~i) ' 
where q stands for n-p. A(a 1~a 2 ) maps an element of~p,q 
into an element of~p- 1 ,q@~,q- 1 • The adjoint of A(a 1$a 2 ) 
p n 
sat is fie s A+ ( a 1 $a 2 ) ( TI1 h ( x . ) .Tr-1 fl. ( x . ) ) l= -l l=p+ -l 
= 
a 1 (x 1)h(x 2 J..h(x 1 J+ •• +h(x 1)..h(x )a 1 (x 1 l _o+1 - - -p + - -Q -p + ( rr- ) 




TI a 2 ( x 1 Hr ( x 2 ) • • fl. ( x 1 ) + •• +fl. ( x 1 ) • • fl. ( x ) cd x " ) ( )) -p+ -p+_ -n+ -p+ -n -n+, 1 h (X. • l= -l ,q+ 
Again we may consider A(a1@a 2 ) as the result of smearing 
the non-closable operator A(~) with a1ea 2 €~, 
A(a1~a2) = fd25_ (a1*(~)$a2*(~))A(~) 
49 
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Consider the special cases 
and 
which will turn out to be convenient for a discussion of 
the Hamiltonian. These operators obey the commutation re-
lations 
' [A 1 (a),A 1 (S))=[A;(a),A;(s))= 0 
(A'(a),A'(S)]=[A'+(a),A'+(sl]=O, 
[AI(a),A'(B)]=(A~(a).A'+CB)]= 0, 
[A 1 (a),A;(s)]=(a,8) ; 
[A'(a),A'+(S)]=(a,S); 
(A 1 (a), A'+ (B)] =- [A' (a), A; ( 8) J = ~ (a, f3) 
The Hamiltonian 
I want to show that the Hamiltonian operator ~ of eq. 20 
+ can be written in terms of our A and A as 
+ 1 ~ + 
~ = m CA 1 ( e . ) A 1 ( e . ) +-2 : V {~LA' (e. ) A' (e. J} . 1 1 m . 1 1 
1 1 
where : : indicates normal ordering, i.e. absorption 
operators stand to the right of creation operators. I 
have to prove that the matrix elements of the operator 





=m ~ ( h! e i) ( e i, h) ( IP [ f; g' J , <1> [f, g] ) =~ ( f ' - img; f- img) ( <1> [ f; g '] , q, [ f, g] 
1 
It remains to evaluate the matrix elements of the second 
term. 
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A' (e. ) ~ ( f, g) = A' ( e . ) N Cl ; "f' -n-h ( x . )ff-fl. ( x. ) 
J. J. pI q 1 0 1 -J. 0 1 -J. p,q J.= l.=p+ 
Hence 
and 
( ~ [ f! g '] ,1H [ f, gJ ) 
= ~[(f'-img!f-img)+V{t 2 Cg!gl})(t[f!g'],~[f,g)) 




If we replace in the commutators that appear in 52 A'(a) 
by 
.. 
their values will remain unchanged except for those in 
the last line, which will vanish. Thus the only nonva-
nishing commutators are 
The contributions to ~[f,g] from the irreducible sub-
spaces which are listed in table 40 in the column "origi-
nal notation" can be constructed as follows by letting 
+ + 






2 N A 2 (fl.) ci>o 
7~~ 1 I ~:_(_A_;_( -h-) )-2--ci>-0 --- ·---------
N + + + + 
~ 27 {A 1 (h) A 2 (fl.)- A 1 (fl.) A 2 (h)} ~o 
2 2 ~! (A; (fl.) ) 2 ci>o 
-- - --- -~----------------·· ----·------ ·----·-· -------- ----------1 
7{3 111 ~! (A; (h) )3 c1>0 
1 1 2 
122 
N { + ( + + + + 3f 2A 1 (h) A2 (fl.J)2-2Al(fl.)A2(fl.)A2(hJ}ci>o 
222 
N + 
-3, (A2 (·!:t)) 3~ 
• 0 
--!-- +---- - ------
~ .. 1111 ~ ( A; ( h ) ) 4 ~o 
N + + + + + 
1 1 1 2 4: { (A 1 (h) )3 A 2 ( .f:l) + 3 (A 1 (h) ) 2 A 1 (fl.) A 2 (h) } ci>0 
~:{3(A;(hJ)3A;(fl.J-3(A;(h))2A;(.f:l)A;(hJ}~ 
N {( + ) + ) + + + + + + 1122 4T A1(h) 2(A2(fl.) 2+4Al(h)Al(ft)A2(ft)A2(h)+(Al(ft)) 2(A2(h)) 2}¢0 
112 N4 ,{3(A~(hJ) 2 (A~(fl.J) 2 -3(A7(ft)) 2 (A;(h))2}~ 2 I . 
~~ l ~!{2(A;(h))2(A;(fl.J)2-4A;(h)A;(ft)A;(ft)A;(h)+2(A~(fl.J)2(A;(h))2~ 
I 
IN + + + + + } 1 2 2 2 4 : {A 1 (h) (A 2 (fl.) ) 3 + 3 A 1 (fl.) (A 2 (fl.) ) 2 A 2 (h) ci>0 




Note the beautiful regularities of the expressions, which 
can make us guess what the expression would be in any 
other case. 




$(e) and ~(e) have the matrix elements 
( 4) [ f; g ' J ' $ ( e ) 4) [ f' g] ) 
= r~·{(e,h)+n(e,~)-(h;e)-n(~;eJ}(¢[f!g'],4)[f,g]) 
and 
Since A1 (e)4)[f,g] = (e,h)~[f,g] and 
A 2 (e)~[f,g] = (e,~J~[f,g] , it follows that 
i + + 
$(e) = 1 2~{Al(e)+nA 2 (eJ-A 1 (e)-nA 2 (e)} 
~(e) = rr{A 1 (e)+A~(el} 
Hence 
u [ f 1 g] 
+ + 





= NeA;(h)+A;(~)e-A 1 (h)-A 2 (~) , 61 
where the Baker-Hausdorff relation * has been used in 
the last step. Using 4)[f,g]=U(f,g]~0 , the above eq. lets 
* The Baker-Hausdorff relation states that two operators A 
and B whos~ commutator C=[A,B] satisfies [C,A]=[C,B]=O 
fulfil oAe6 =eA+8e~~·~'~8!This is discussed e.g. in reference 9. 
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us recover eq. 58. 
The beauty of the formulation of RS-models in terms of 
creation and annihilation operators and the close con-
nection between them and the operators used in referen-
ces 1 to 3 suggests that it might be worthwile to try 
to reformulate these theories using A's and A+'s from 
the very beginning. 
9 Conclusion 
I would like to summcrize what I could add in this chap-
ter to the results that Klauder presented at the Brandeis 
summer school. I recognized that weak convergence in Jt, 
1jJ -•.p , imp 1 L: s i n Je ~' ....... ~ , n o t '¥ _.... '¥ • T h is was essen t i a 1 
n '¥n '¥ n 
for being able to exploit disjointness ofde more fully: 
We were able to exclude dependence of 
( ~ [ f; g, J ,q]~ [ f, g] ) 
( ~ [ f; g , ] , ~ [ f, g] ) 
on ( f , f ) , ( f , g ) , ( g , g ) a n d on ( f ; f ' ) , ( f ! g ' ) , ( g ! g ' ) i n a very 
simple manner. He recognized then that the form, eq. 38, 
for (~[f!g'],~~[f,g]) which ensues implies that the in-
variant subspaces of 'Jc found in the previous chapter 
were in fact irreducible. We know now the subspace struc-
ture of :Jf considered as a representation space for 
O(m,R 3 ). It does not quite agree with what the authors 
of reference 2 expected in their footnote 13. In that 
paper, ~ was calculated explicitely in the first and 
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second sectors for an ~ corresponding to a specific clas-
sical Hamiltonian. The ground work for an investigation 
also of the higher sectors has now been laid. Finally 
the formulation of the theory in terms of creation and 
absorption operators has been expanded_ and in particular 
expressions for the contributions to ~[f-g) from the 
various irreducible subspaces have been given. 
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~ CELL MODELS OF THE FIRST KINO * 
1 Introduction 
We saw that every interaction in the case of RS-models 
was badly non-local. By this I mean that the relation 
between values of the field at arbitrarily distant 
points plays a role in H(f,g) whenever it contains terms 
involving the field to a higher power than the second. 
We will now consider a class of models corresponding to 
less restricted classical Hamiltonians, which will in-
elude interacting models where the relation between 
the values of the field at points more than, say,1o-1Gcm 
apart will not matter. 
We divide fi 3 into a countable infinity of cells numbered 
1,2, ••• We can do this e.g. in such a way that points 
more than 1Q-16cm apart necessarily lie in different 
cells. It will sometimes be convenient to make a more 
special choice. Consider a Cartesian coordinate system 
in ~ 3 • It may be oblique and different length units 
may be chosen on different axes. We take as cells the 
unit parallelepipeds whose centers have integer coordi-
nates. These coordinates can be used to refer to the 
* Prof. J.R.Klauder suggested to me to investigate this 
problem. I enjoyed nu~erous discussions with him on 
its solution. 
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cell. We can go back to the original way of numbering 
the cells by assigning 1 to the cell around the origin, 
the numbers 2 to 33 in some definite way to the surroun-
ding cells whose centers have no coordinate with abso-
lute value >1, 33+1 to 53 to the cells in the next layer, 
etc. 
For heL2(R 3 ) and i = 1,2, ••• we define 
rh(x) 
h. (x) = i -
1-
0 .. 
if x lies in cell i 
otherwise 
The h.(x) form the Hilbert space L2(i) of the L2-func-
1 -
tions that vanish outside cell i. We want to investigate 
the quantum field theories that correspond to classical 
Hamiltonians of the form 
H(f,g) = -21 [Cf,f)+{Lm~ (g.,g.J}+V0 {z. = (g.,g.J}] 63' . 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
1 
where f,g£L2 (~ 3 ) and where~ can be expanded into n power r 
series in its countably many arguments z .• We can assume 
1 
without loss of generality that V0 contains no linear 
terms in its arguments because we can collect them all 
in [:m~ (g.,g.). We shall be most interested in the ca-
• 1o 1 1 
1 
ses where m. =m 0 'v'i. We call the models corresponding 1o 
to a classical Hamiltonian of the form 63' cell models 
of the 1st kind or shortly C1-models. 
Let us determine the linear operators T that map every 
V H(f,g) of the form 63'. A necessary and sufficient 
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restriction on the T is that they obey~ fel~(R 3 ), i=1,2, •• 
Tf.eL2(i) 
1 r ' (Tf.,Tf.) = (f.,f.) l l l l 
These T form a group 5"' which is the direct product 
(X) 
'!!' = Tr ®f: 
. 1 l l= 
of the groups~ whose elements T. are defined by 
l l 
T .f(x) = 
l 
J Tf (~) 
I f (X) 
'- -
if xe cell i 
otherwise 
V f(~)el;(!R 3 ) and an appropriate Teo/'. The structure of 
each group IJi is very close to Q(ex>,IR 3 ); an appropriate 
alternative symbol for~- would be Q(ex>,i). However none 
l 
of the 5". and not even 5"' contain the Euclidean group 
l 
as a subgroup. Since Euclidean invariance is desirable 
on physical grounds, we will often restrict ourselves to 
64' 
models that possess at least lattice translation invarian-
ce: 
. H ( f , g ) = ~ [ ( f, f) +m: ( g , g ) + V c { z . = ( g -~ g . ) } ] 
i!:. l l l 





{z.=(g. ,g. J} 
1 1 1 1 1+n l+n 
In this case we use the division into unit parallelepi-
peds. We have now the bigger invariance group 
g-= t}J• ® 'f" ' 64" 
where 5"" is the group whose elements T (_12) ,_12el 3 are de-
fined by 
f(x) = (T(_r:_)f)(~+!1) 
We call '!F" the group of lattice translations. 
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2 Quantum Theory Assumptions 
The a s s urn p t i on s ( i ) ' ~ ( i i) ' ~ a n d ( i i i) ' t hat we 
for the models C{ without lattice translation in-
variance can be gained from those for RS-models by 
replacing everywhere 0 (oo,!R 3 ) by !J'. 
--------------------·--
Although not much has changed in the assumptions~ the de-
rivation of results similar to the theorems 1 and 2 for 
RS-models~ which we quoted in chapter III~ is now much 
more cumbersome. We would expect the difficulty of deri-
ving such results if O(ro,~ 3 ) is everywhere replaced by~ 
to be somewhere in between since '!I'ciJ}cO(ro,IR 3 ). However, 
it turns out that the lattice translation invariant case 
would be by far the most involved for the mentionned 
choice of assumptions. To simplify life we choose instead: 
The assumptions (i)",(ii)"~ and (iii)" that we make 
for the models Ci with lattice translation invariance 
can be gained from those for RS-models by replacing 
O(=~R 3 ) by ~with the exception that we assume: Up to 
a constant there is only one vector which is invariant 
under a 11 the U f T] wit h T E: f' (not T £ n . 
In the following I will just quote the results that I 
was able to derive from these assumptions since they can 
be proved using methods similar to those that I will de-
scribe in the next chapter. 
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3 The Rep~oducing Kernel 
Theorem 1 ' * 
Every reproducing kernel satisfying (i)' and (ii)' 




L {-· ( f . , f . ) +m . ( g . , g . ) } . m. 1 1 1 1 1 
8 l l 
where m.>O, ~;.~1 Vi. If 3 ~>m>O and 1;>1 such that 
l l 
- -
m~m.~m and ~.~~. then we are assured of the existence 
- l l 
of representations of the CCR satisfying (i)' and 
(ii)' and having a reproducing kernel of the form 
65'. Representations corresponding to the same set 
{mi'~ili=1,2, ••• } are unitarily equivalent and repre-
sentations corresponding to different sets are in-
equivalent. The representations are irreducible if 
all ~.=1 and reducible otherwise. 
1 
Theorem 1" ----------
Every reproducing kernel satisfying (i)" and (ii)" 
is of the form 
-~{1(f,f)+m(g,g)} 
( ~o' ¢ [ f, g] ) = e m with m> 0, ~ :~> 1 
The pairs (m,~) satisfying the above restrictions 
are in one to one correspondence with the equiva-
lence classes of CCR representations that satisfy 
(i)" and (ii)". The representations are irreducible 
if ~=1, reducible if ~>1. 
65' 
65" 
* Verboven considers in reference 10 CCR repr·esentations of 
this type for tho description of an infinite system of 
harmonic oscillators in thermal equilibrium at the tem-
perature T. Only the restricted class of kernels of type 
65' where the ~, are determined by them. and T is rele-
vant for his pr~blem. 1 
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We recognize that for C1-models the same representations 
of the CCR appear as for RS-models. 
4 The Irreducible Subspaces ofd( 




• 1 l l l l l= N'Ne 
where 
f.- im. g. rr;=-r f. 
h. 
l l l and .ft. l l = = 
l 
~2m .
1 1 J 2m . 1 
l l 
It follows that ~is a direct sum of subspaces ~ 1 n 
00 
j( = C Ci/Jfn 
n=D 
I 
Consider (!.:as a representation space for q{•. To each se-
i 1=i 2 = ••• =i <i 1 = ••• =i < ••• <i 1 = ••• =i m1 m1+ m1+m 2 n-m + n p 
t h d · · t b "'oi 1 • • • i n f ""10 ere correspon s an 1nvar1an su space tlf., o d'L 1 n 
which contributes 
(h. $19-. ) •• 0. ·(h. Qifl.. ) 
11 11 1n 1n 
N --------------------·--------
[rTii? • 0 • 0 ° fr1CT 
p 
towards ~[f .. g]~ All thedt'i 1•••i.., are disjoint. Their-
reducible subspaces of ;tei1. • • i,.. are in one to one cor-
respondence with the sequences of p st~ndard tableaux 
consisting of m 1 ~m 2 1•••1and m squares respectively and p 
filled with ones and twos if the ~ corresponding to the 
tableau is >1 and with ones only if ~=1. Two of the ro-
t t · t · d · "'1oi 1 • • • i,., · 1 t · f presen a 1ons con a1ne 1n r~ are equ1va on 1 
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and only if the corresponding sequences of Young graphs 
coincide. ~1227 e.g. contains if ~ 1 =1, ~ 2 >1, and ~ 7 >1 
the irreducible subspaces 
;tt' III II] [l ~~Lll [!}} ill de[ll2 21 : 11 Jf [i !.fl ill 
~ill [II ill dt!II IITI ~ Jefll 12 2! f2i Jt'[] !]11] 
The six spaces on the left are equivalent and so are 
the two on the right. 
5 Operators Commuting with UUf'] or with U[o/J 
If §3€{U[5'JJ•, then its matrix elements will have the form 
( ~ [ f ; g , 1 ,q] ~ [ f , g J ) 
where h~=h. and h~~ .• We can require without restricting 
J J J J 
the '!f3 that 
for all permutations i 1 , ••• ,i of 1, ••• ,n. The summation n 
over li and miis in fact restricted to li=mi=1 if ~· =1 
Ji 
since scalar products involving h~ =~. vanish then. 
J 1 J 1 
For ~~{u[~]}' the b(, •• )'s have the further property 
I,J .!:!.£23 
If we insist that£ bebound~d, then the magnitude of the 
b(.,.)'s will be restricted too. This last requirement 
66 
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is simplest for irreducible representations of the CCR~ 
where the b( ••• )'s must be uniformly bounded. To ~=I 
corresponds 
n 
= .IJ1°1 1- .m. 
1 1 
6 The Hamiltonian 
The situation is very simple for irreducible representa-
tions of the CCR, where for a given set of m. with 
1 
O<m~m.cm the only~ that satisfies (iii)' has the matrix 
l 
elements 
(~[f!g'],~~[f,g])=21 [:Cfi'-im.g!,f.-im.g.l(~[f!g'),~[f,g]) • l 1 l l l 
l 
Similarly we have for theories obeying (i)",(ii)" and 
(iii)" for given m only one~: 
(~(f!g'],~~[f,g]) = ~(f'-img!f-img)(~[f!g'],~(f,g]) 
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Theorem 2' .. _________ _ 
For each {m.,~.} representation with O<m~m.~m and 
1 1 1 
1~~ .~~ Vi ) a self-adjoint operator 1-1 satisfying 
l 
the assumptions (iii)' with matrix elements 
67' 
=-21 [ L ( f!- im. g ! I f. - im. g . ) + v { z. = r3 ( g ! I g . ) n ( ~ [ f; g, ], ~[fIg] ) 
. l ll l ll 1111. -
1 
~.-1 
for a big class of V{z.}; 
l 
~~ = _l__ • A sufficient re-
1 ~. 
l 
striation on the V{z.} 
l 
to ensuro the existence of ~ is 
V{z.J 
l 
E denotes summation over those i 1 , ••• ,i that satisfy p 
and for which ~.>0 for j=1, ••• ,p. The 
l . 
J 
real, of modulus smaller than some con-
finite num-
ber of 
that for each i=1,2, ••• only a 
i 1 ••• i 
those v P that contain i among 
n 1 • • • n p 
do not vanish, and such that 
Pmax 
L."L: 








V sets (q 1 ,q 2 , ••• ) of nonnegative integers q. except l 
(0,0, ••• ). 
In order to formulate the corresponding theorem for 
Ci-theories we have to explain what we mean by i<j. 
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Note that i<j does not imply that the corresponding 
i and j satisfy i<j and vice versa. 
Theorem 2" ----------
For each reproducing kernel in eq. 65" 3 a Hamilto-
nian ~satisfying (iii)" and with matrix elements 
($[f;g'] ,'H$[f,g]) 




p=1 il < •• <i - -p 
i 1 ••• i i 1 +n ••• i +n 
with real v- -p = v- - -p- V ~£23 , of modulus n 1 ••• n n 1 ••• n p p 
smaller than some constant, such that for each i£13 
i 1 ••• i 
only a finite number of those v- -p that contain 
n 1 ••• n p 
i among i 1 , ••• , i - - -p 
do not vanish, and such that 
Pmax i 1 •• i ...,.E_ 2 n . r=c::-· r -- v- -p 11-·(-) J 





( . ):>0 
q1. -n. 
-J J 
V sets (q 1 ,q 2 , ••• ) of nonnegative integers q. except 1 
(0,0, ••• ). 
Although we shall not bother to derive a similar suffi-
cient condition for the existonce of Hamiltonians for 
our next model, we shall not give the proof here because 
it is lengthy and not very illuminating. 
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The diagonal matrix elements of the Hamiltonians in 
theorem 2' have the form of the classical Hamiltonian 
if we put 
V{z.} = Vo {z.}+C_v~z. 
l l . l 
m? = m?+v~~;;? 
lo 1 l 
1 
The situation is similar for the Ci case. 
7 Discussion 
The results for these models are very similar to those 
for RS-models. In particular. the Hamiltonian has also 
here no continuous spectrum. This is connected with the 
fact that the T that leave H(f.g) invariant act indepen-
dently in each cell. which implies that all the 
i 1 ••• i 
'Jt n are disjoint and. therefore. that de contains 
only a finite number of equivalent irreducible represen-
tat ions. 
To get Hamiltonians with a continuous spectrum. we will 
study in the next chapter quantum theories corresponding 
to more general classical Hamiltonians that are only in~ 
variant under transformations which are determined com-
pletely once their action in any one of the cells is 
known. 
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~ CELL MODELS OF THE SECOND KINO 
1 Introduction 
In order to describe the classical theories that we want 
to quantize~ we have again to divide space into cells. 
We will use the unit parallelepipeds introduced in the 
beginning of the last chapter. The C2-models6 that we 
want to consider now~ correspond to classical Hamiltonians 
of the form 
V' depends on a countably infinite number of arguments, 
to which I refer by z. ·~ i,j££'3 • 2:.1. 
Y heL2(~ 3 ), where [means that we integrate only over 
values x that lie in cell Q, i.e. the one which contains 
the origin of the coordinate system. We restrict oursel-
'{ l ves to V z. ·J 
2:.J. 
satisfying 
v'{ z .. = ( g . ~ g . 1 } = 
1:1. 1:. .J. 
'{ - l V z .. -(g. 6g. l; 
2:.J. -~ + .!l .J.. + .!l 
Y gEL~(~ 3 ) and .!J.€Z 3 • Again we requiro that v'aan be ex-
panded into a power series in its arguments. Note that 
this time I did not bother to split the terms that are 




"free" if V{z .. } is linear in its arguments. 
2:.-1. 





by CJ• and later again by '!i' although this refers new 
now to a smaller group than in the last chapter. Given 
any Te:5"". J T'e::Y' that acts in cell i exactly as T 
1 new -
does. T determines T' uniquely in contrast to what we 
then (T'g')(i+~)=(T'g)(i+~) ~ i+xe: cell i. 
Thanks to property 69b, H(f,g) is again invariant under 
§" and therefore under 
2 Provisional Assumptions about the Reproducing Kerns~ 
but only with such that vanish outside a finite number 
of cells. We refer to these shortly as f,ge:L. We make 
the assumptions: 
(i) ~ fe:L 3 two self-adjoint operators ~(f) and n(f) 
acting on a separable Hilbert space det...,ith positive 
definite scalar product and satisfying 
~(cf)=c~(f) I n(cf)=cn(f) ~ real c 







(ii) 3 a vector <Il
0
e:Xsuch that finite linear combinations 
of vectors of the form 
are dense in de. 
V Te:f 3 a unitary transformation U[T) with the pro-
perty 
U[TJ~[f,g) = 4>[Tf,Tg) , 
and] an antiunitary transformation :1 such that 
.J~[f,g] = 4>[-f,g] • 
Up to a constant there is only one vector which is 
invariant under all the U[TJ with Te:f'. 
3 Functional Form and Continuity of the Reproducing 
Kernel 
I shall in the more detailled calculations thet follow 
sometimes indicate relations that have been used by 
giving their number underneath the equality sign. We 
shall often find it convenient to label the cells 
I 
1,2, ••• , as described in the introduction to chapter VI. 
(h.,h.) tells you to replace i and j by the correspon-
1 J 
ding i and j and to apply definition 70. 
First we will prove 
Lemma 1 
~[f,g] is strongly continuous in the product to-
polo~y 





Let f,g£L; e>O be given and introduce the abbrevations 
W[f] = U(f,O) and V[g) = U[O,g] 
i - - i 
2(f,g) - - 2(f,g) - -
~ ~ e V [ gJ W [ f J ~0 e V [ g] H [ f J ~oil 
i - - i 2(f,g) 2(f,g) - - -
=le -e- I+II(V[g]-V[g])o[f,O]II+II(~J[f]-W[f])~ll 
We can 1111rite uniquely 
-f = afl , f = (a+cdf 1 +sf2 , 
g = bgl , g = (b+y)gl+6g2 Jl 
where (fiJifj) (g i , gj) 0 .. iJij 1. 2 = = Jl = lJ 
i ~ .. i 
2(Lg) 2(f~g) 
T1=!e -e I 
~{Caf}yg 1 +og2)+(af 1 +Bftbg 1 )+(af 1 +Bftyg 1 +og2J} 
=I e -11 
T 1 =1~{ }I for small a,B,y,o. Thus 3 o1 >0 such that 
T 1 <~ whenever ~2 +s 2 + fY2~o2<o 1 • 
Using the fact that V(g')V(gJ = V[g'+g], we find 
- -
T 2 = II ( v [gJ - v [ g] ) <!> [ f I 0] II 
-
= II(V[yg 1+og 2]-1 )V[bg 1 ] <ll[f,DJII s: I!V[yg 1 +og 2]-1ll 
Because V[cg]=e-ic~(g) implies that V[cg] is weakly con-
tinuous in the real parameter c~ there exists o2>0 such 
that T 2 <~ whenever {Y~' < o 2 • 
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Similarly one shows that 3 o3 >0 such that 
.. e: .--··~~ 
T 3 =I(W[f]-W[f])\~<~ whenever Ja 2 +s2 < o3 • 
Hence ~~[~~~]-~[f~g]~<e: whenever 
J (-f- f ~ ~ - f J + J ( ~- g ~ ~- g ) = ~ a 2 + 8 2' + J y 2 + o 2' < o ' , 
where o'=min (o 1 ,o 2 ,o 3 J. 
Let us now investigate the reproducing kernel 
(~[f!g'],~[f~g]). Since 
( ~ c f; g • J , ~ r f, g J 1 = ( ~~ u r- f;- g • 1 u r f, g 1 ~l 
-~{(f!g)-(g;fl} 
= e ( ~9~ U [ f- f ! g - g 1 ] \!>0 ) 
73 
it suffices to consider (~~¢[f,g])~ to which we shall 
refer as the reproducing kernel~ too. 
because U[T] ~=~~ It follows~ even if we restrict our 
attention to Te:o/', that (~~~[f~gJ) depends on 
( f . , f . ) , (f. , g . ) , (g. , g . ) , i, j = 1 , 2, • • • only. We write 
l J l J l J 
( ~ ~ \!> ( f, g] ) =X{ a .. = ( f ., f . ), 8 .. = ( f . , g . ) , y •• = ( g . , g . ) } 
0 l.J l J lJ l J l.J 1 J 
or shortly 
=X{Cf.,f .L. Cf.,g.l, Cg.,g.l} 
1 J l J l J 
It follows from lemma 1 that the reproducing kernel is 
continuous in the metric 76. We will now prove that it 
is also continuous in each of the arguments that appear 
inX. Consider f,g and f!g' such that (f.~f.) = (f!,f~), 
l J 1 J 
(g.,g.) = (g!,g~) for i4tj and (f ... g.) = (f!~g~) lrJ i,j 




with the exception that one of the primed scalar products 
is E2 bigger than the corresponding unprimed one. I will 
prove that 3 f,g and f' ,g' with the properties that both 
pairs lead to the same set of scalar products and that 
d(f,g;f,g)+d(f!g';f;g')~4E. It follows then from the lem-
like if we choose E>O small enough. 
- ~ - -
f=f+Ehk,g=g and f'~f',g'=g', whore hkEL~(k), (hk,hk)=1 
and (hk,fi)=(hk,gi)=O for i=1,2, •••• The situation is 
similar if (gk,gk)=(gk,gk)+£2 but a little more complica-
ted in the other cases. Take e.g. (fk,gp=(fk,gl)+E 2, 
consider hk,hl,hk,hi such that 
for i=k,l and j=1,2, ••• 
- - -
(h.,f.)=(h.,g.)=O 
1 J 1 J 
(h!,f!)=(h!,g!)=O 
1 J 1 J 
f=f+Ehk, g=g+Eh 1 and f'=f'+Ehk' g'=g'+Ehi have the re~ 
quired properties. The argument is similar for the cases 
The reproducing kernel has the further properties 
and 
( ~, U [ f 1 g J ¢J * = ( j U [ f 1 g] ~~ J ¢
0
) * = ( U [ - f, g] ¢0 , ¢0 ) * = ( ¢0 , U [- f, g] ¢o) 
We collect our results in 
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Lemma 2 
Every reproducing kernel satisfying the assumptions 
(i) and (ii) has the functional form 
(~I ~ [ f 1 g] ) :J: {a • o : ( f • 1 f • ), 8 o • : ( f • I g • ) I Y o • : ( g • 1 g • ) } 7 9 
1J 1 J 1J 1 J 1J 1 J 
1C{ } is a continuous function in each of its arguments 
and satisfies 
X * { a . • ., 8 • • 1 Y • • } =X { a . . 1 8 • • 1 Y • • } = JC{ a. • • 1 - 8 • • 1 Y • • } 8 0 
1J 1J 1J 1J 1J 1J 1J 1J 1J 
Note that this lemn1a still holds if we allmv for arbitra-
ry f,gEL 2 (~ 3 ) and also if we relax the assumptions (ii) r 
by replacing ~there by f'. In fact., so far I have not 
made use of the assumption f1gEL nor of eq. 74 forT~~·. 
4 A More Explicit Form for the Reproducing Kernel 
We will prove in this section that the reproducing kernel 
is necessarily of the form 
-'{A \(f f )+C r-(g g l} 
L- mL m' m+n mL- m1 m+n 
( ]) m - n - n <t1 ~[f 1 g =e 
where A =A and C =C are real numbers. m -m m -m 
k k Consider two sequences f and g 1 k=1;2, ••• satisfying 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
k 
( f 1 g) +0 
U[fklgk] 
and k (g ,f)+O as k+oo ~ f,gEL ; 
converges weakly to a bounded operator A, 
It follows from these two assumptions and 
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that 
AU [fIg] = u [ f, g] A 
We call A the tag operator; ~A~~1 since kA.,U[fk,gkJ,n 
~~AH~'H· The silver rule., proved in appendix A, tells 
us that we have to ver~y (2) only for a total set of 
A and!, e.g. only for the (~[f!g'],U[fk,gkJ~[f,g]). 
Because of (1) and eq. 73 we only have to look at 
=X{Cf.+f~,f.+f~), Cf.+f~,g.+g~), Cg.+g~,g.+g~l} 
l J. J J l 1 J J l l J J 
To define appropriate sequences choose f;g'EL. Let 
i1<i 2 < ••• <i and i 1 c ••• <i be the numbers of the m m+ m+n 
cells in which f' and g' respectively do not vanish iden-
tically, and let i be -r the coordinate of the center of 
cell i I We can write r 
r 
uj f~ (x) = LP~ (x-i ) l j = 1 - -r r 
and 
s 
uj g ~ (x) = LP~ (x-i ) I 1 j =1 J - -s s 
where uj(x)EL 2 (o) and (ui,uj)=o .. for i.,j=1.,2, ••• ,m+n. 
r - lJ 
Complete this set of vectors to an orthonormal basis in 
L2(o). 
r- We choose as our sequences 
f~ 
r j+k (x) c r (x-i ) = p. u 1 J - -r r j =1 
and 





It is obvious that they satisfy (1)~ but they also satis-
fy (2) since the finite number of arguments in 82 that 
do not vanish for all k all converge, 
k k 
( ~o' u [ f + f , g + g ] ~) 
+ JC{ ( f . , f . ) + ( f ! I f ~ L ( f . I g . ) + ( f ! , g ~ ) I ( g . I g . ) + ( g ! , g ~ ) } 
l J 1 J 1 J l J 1 J l J 
Because f+-f, g+-g and f+Tf,g+Tg with T£f1 do not 
change the arguments in X, we get 
( i• U [ f 1 g] A ~0) = ( ~ [ f 1 g] 1 A ~o) = ( ~ [ T f 1 T gJ 1 A~..) = ( ~ [ f 1 g] 1 U -l [ T] A ~o) 
From the assumed cyclicity of the representation and the 
assumption that only multiples of ~are invariant under 
all the U[T] with T€3"1 we conclude that 
where a is a number, called the tag, which can easily 
be determined by putting f=g=O in eq. 84. 
a = X{ ( f ! , f ~ ) , ( f ! 
1 
g ~ ) , ( g ~ , g ~ ) } 
l J 1 J 1 J 
Using that eq. again we find 
X { (f. If • ) + ( f! , f ~ ), (f. I g . ) + ( f ! I g ~ ) , (g. , g . ) + ( g! , g ! ) } 
1 J 1 J 1 J 1 J 1 J 1 J 
= X { ( f . I f . ) I ( f . I g . ) I ( g . , g . ) } X{ ( f ! , f ! ) I ( f ! , g ! ) I ( g ! I g ! ) } 
l J l J l J l J l J 1 J 
Notice that we cannot straight away conclude from this 
1{{ ( f o 1 f • ), ( f • 1 g •) 1 ( g • 1 g •)} 
1 J l J 1 J 
= 1T X{ a .. = cS •• I cS •• I (f., f.) 1 8 .. :0 I y .• =o } 
• 1 • 1 1j 11 J j 1 j 1J lj 
l ,J 
·.X{a .. :o 1 B .. =cS .. ,cS .. ,(f. 1 g.) ,;y .. =D} 
lJ lJ 11 J J l J . ;LJ 
·X{a .. =o ,s .. :o ,y .. =& •• 1 cS .. ,(g.,g.)} 





In fact, if we take one of the factors X on the r.h.s., 
we will often find that no f',g'£L exist that lead to 
the required values of the scalar products. 
From eq. 86 follows for every positive integer n that 
n 
[ 
f. f. f. g. g. g. 1 
J({( f. If.) I (f .• g.), (g .• g.)}= X{ ( ~~~). ( ~~~). ( ~~~)} 
1 J 1 J 1 J in ~n ~n ~n ~n ~n _ 
[ 
1 1 1 Jn = 1{{- (f .• f.),- ( f q g.),- (g .• g.)} 
n 1 J n 1 J n 1 J 
87 
Since X is real, a continuous function of its arguments, 
and equals 1 when they all vanish, it follows first that 
for big enough n and then from eq. 87 that 
X{ (f. If.), (f .. g.), (g., g.)}> 0 
1 J 1 J 1 J 
88 
For any postive, rational ~ we get 
n 
m 
1'1'{~ ( f f ) ~ ( f ) !!2 ( ) LX{ ( f f ) ( f ) ( ) } n A ., . • .,g.' g.,g. ;- ., • ' .,g. 'g.,g. 
n 1 J n 1 J n 1 J 1 J 1 J 1 J • 
and invoking again the continuity of X it follows that 
\1 t>O 
X{ t c f .• f. J. t c f., g . J. t c g., g. J} =X{ c f. , f . L c f. , g . J , c g., g . J} t. 89 
1 J 1 J 1 J 1 J 1 J 1 J 
Let us investigate some special X's, from which we will 
be able to build up all the others. 
X =X{ a . . = o . o . , B • • = 0 , y .. = 0 
mm 1J 1m Jffi 1J 1J 
z =X{a .. =O , B .. =O ,y .. =o. o. 
mm 1J 1J 1J 1m Jm 
x± =X{a .. =o. o. ±o. o. +o. o. ,s .. =O,y .. =O} 
mn 1J 1m Jm 1m Jn 1n Jn lJ 1J 
z± =J{{a .. =O,s .. =O,y .. =o. o. ±a. o. +o. 8. } 
mn 1J lJ lJ 1m Jm 1m J n 1n J n 
± 
Y =}({a .. = 6 • o . , B •• = ± a . o . , y .. = 8 • a . 
mn 1J 1m Jm 1J 1m Jn lJ 1n Jn 
} m,n=1,2, ••• 
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Note that f's and g's leading to the above values of the 
arguments do in fact exist. 
y2 = y+ y mn mn mn 
+ 
X X mn mn 
z+ z mn mn 
= x2 
86 mm 















X z mm nn 
X+ 
mn 
xmm X nn 
z+ 
mn 
z z mm nn 
= 1 
CICf ,f JI+CICf .. g ll 
• m n m n 
X { ( f ... f . ) 1 ( f ... g . ) I ( g ... g . ) } .rr x n m n 




(f ,f ) (gm,gm) 
m m lT . z 
m mm m mm 
.lT :t j(f ,f ll X m n • 
m<n mn 
where :t applies in x* if (f ,f )~D .. similarly for mn m n 
:t 
Z • Therefore mn 
X{Cf.,f .).. (f ... g.), (g ... g.)} 
1 J . 1 J 1 J 
• { lT { X~n ]I ( f m, f n) I} • {TIl Z~n ]I ( gm .. gn) ll 
m<n X X m<n Z Z J mm nn · mm nn 
y 
mn ~ Since xz- = 1, it follows that ..t'- does not depend on 
mm nn 
the (f.,g.), and we will drop the label 8 ..• We introduce 









mn --.,...,-=e , X X 
mm nn 
-2A Z+ -2C 
mn mn mn 
, Z Z =e 
mm nn 
One easily convinces oneself that A ~c >0 and mm mm 
A ~C real. Putting A =A and C =C we can write mn mn mn nm mn nm 
-C {A (f ~f )+C (g ~g l} 
X{Cf.~f.L Cg-~g.l} = e 
mn m n mn m n 
m~n 
1 J 1 J 
So far we have exploited our assumptions for Ter• only. 
Now we want to take also the lattice translations into 
account. It will therefore be convenient to label the 
cells by the coordinates of their centers. Since 
78 
- r-{A r ( f f ) + C r- ( g g ) 1 
~ m~ n• m+n m~ n~ m+n J 
"V{ } m n - n J1.. (fqf.)~(gqg.) =e 
2:. .J. 2:. .J. 
with A ~C real; A =A , C =C ; and A >0~ C0 >0. m m m -m m -m ~ 
5 Sufficient Restrictions on the Reproducing Kernel 
Further restrictions on the numbers A and C can be de-
m m 
rived most conveniently if we consider m as the label 
of Fouriercoefficients and pass over to a continuous 
label. We define 
Remember that there are no convergence problems since the 
sum consists of a finite number of terms only. t.Je will 
use the abbreviation 
'IT 'IT 'IT dk 
f dk 
j) 













L-- - - m - - m, +n 
1.~!!! - - - - -
where o 1 is the Kronecker delta. Therefore .!!!,_+.!l 
We restrict our attention to the case 
L_A~ finite , L_c2 finite n n- n-
Each such sequence An defines for almost every k a 
function A(k) with the property 
A = fdk A(k)ei~Q 
.!l D -
We call the space of the functions A(k) L2(0). Introduce 
involved contain a finite number of terms only. We can 
therefore apply Parseval's theorem 
where 
F(kl=CF e-i~Q = 
- n .!l 93 
Thus 
= LA F n n n--
= fdk A*(k)F(k) 
D 
where we used that A(k) is real because A =A • The re-n -n 




The order in which the two integrations are carried out 
does not matter because (~~~[f 1 g])<1 unl~ss fHg~O implies 
A(k)>O and C(~)>O almost everywhere. We put 
m(k) 
C(k) = --=-- 4 and A ( k) = 
E; (~) 
4m (k) 




1 ~(k) ' 
-4 [ d kId~ { m ( k ) I f (~I k ) - f ' ( ~,!) I 2 +m ( k ) r g (~I k ) ~ g ' (~I k n 2 } 
•e .. a 






where n(k) =J lE;Ckl-1f ~ and we will use the abbrevetion 
(h'(k')lh(~J) = [d~ h'*(~lk')h(~#k) 
Thus 
( ~ [ f! g I] 1 ~[fIg]) 
I d k { ( h' ( k L h ( k) ) ± (-Po' ( k) 1-I=T ( k) )} 
= N'Nen - - - -





Consider first the cases where A(k) and C(k) are piece-
wise constant, By this we mean that there exists a division 
of D into a finite number of cells such that A(k) is 
constant inside each cell# and that there exists a simi-
lar division for the C(k). Consider the minimally finer 
division such that both A(k) and C(k) and therefore~(~) 
and m(k) are constant in each cell. There is a finite 
number N of them. We call the values of ~(k) and of m(k) 
in cell i (i=1, ... ,N) ~·and m .• We can write 
l l 
N 
( ~ [ f; g I] 1 ~ [ f 1 g] ) : J! ( ~ i [ f! g I] 6 ~ i [fIg] ) 
1=1 
with 
(~. [f!g'] ~~·[fig]) 
l l 
where [dk indicates integration over k in cell i, Eq. 98 
< -
tells us that we may consider ~[fsg] as an element of a 
-
Hilbert spacede, which is the direct product of the N 
-
Hilbert spacesdf.l i=1 1 ,,, 1 N, U[f,g] must thersfore be 
l 
of the form 
N 
u[f~g) = lT·®u. [f,g] 
. 1 l 1= 
, 
where Ui[f,g] and Uj[f;g'J commute if i*j, Note that 
assumption 73 is not in disagreement with this proper-





The assumptions (i) reduce for the U.[f~g] to (l): 
1 
~ fel 3 two self-adjoint operators ~~(f) and~. (f) 
... 1 
• 
a c t in g on a s e par a b 1 e Hi 1 b e rt s p ace 'ie. w it h p o s it i v e de-
1 
finite scalar product and satisfying 
'IT.(cf) = c~.(f) 
1 1 
~ real c and such that 
u. [fJig] 
1 
i{4>i (f)-~i (g)} 
= e 
fulfils 
~/dk/dx{f'*(x 1 k)g(x,k)-g'*(x,k)f(x,kl} 
U. [f!g']U.[f~g]=e l 0 - -- -- -- --
1 1 
0 u o [ f I + f 1 g I + g] 
1 
Using the same methods as Klauder in reference 1 1 one 
shows that for 
to correspond to Ui[f~g) satisfying (l) it is necessary 
and sufficient that ~-~1. The representation is irredu-
l 
cible if ~.=1 and reducible if ~.>1. We conclude: neces-
l l 
sary and sufficient for (~~~[f 1 g)) in eq. 94 with piece-
wise constant A(k) and C(~) to correspond to U[f 1 g] 
satisfying (i) is that A(~)C(k)~~ 6 ~ ~; the represen-




I make now the conjecture that this statement is true for 
arbitrary A(~) and C(k) in L2(D) if we understand ~ and = 
in the sense of almost everywhere (a.e.). This conjecture 
seems very reasonable in view of the facts that the ex-
pression 94 for (~,~[f,g]) is well defined~ such A(k) 
and C(k) and that A(k) and C(k) are limits a.e. of piece-
wise constant ones. A partial proof of this conjecture 
is given in appendix B. In most of what follows we will 
use this conjecture for continuous A(k) and C(~) only, 
where it is difficult to imagine that it could be wrong. 
Note also that no such conjecture needs to be made for 
C1 -models. The results presented in the previous chapter 
do therefore not depend on its validity. 
Why 1 ~ is the "critical value" for the product A(k)C(k) 
is illustrated by eq. 97. It tells us that the Hilbert 
space lf, of which the ~[f,g] 's are elements, is the di-
rect sum of subspaces "Jt: n 
()() 
'Je= c ~de. n n=O 
den is the symmetrized direct product of n factors ~. 
~= J d k~ft( k) 
1> -
and ~k) is isomorphic to the direct sum of two L2 (o) 
spaces if 16A(k)C(~)=~(k)>1 and to L2 (o) itself if 




the direct difference L2(£)eL2(£), whose elements are 
also pairs of L2(£) elements but whose scalar product is 
the difference: scalar product in the first space minus 
scalar product in the second one.* 
It follows that de is a separable Hilbert space with po-
sitive definite metric if ~(k)~1 for almost every~ and 
that it has an indefinite metric otherwise. Considering 
tho contributions that the various subspaces make to 
q)[f,g] (~ e.g. contributes N(h®l=r) , one recognizes that 
de is spanned by the <I>[f,g], i.e. every vector of'Je can 
be reached as a weak limit of finite linear combinations 
of <I>[f,g] 's. It follows that 'Jf is a realization of the 
Hilbert space Je mentionned in the assumptions (i) if 
~(~h.1 a.e. In this case we "~Atill omit the bar over~in 
future. 
It remains to prove that the assumptions (ii) are ful-
filled, too. We discussed the Hilbert space spanned by 
the <~>[f,g) already. I will now show that eq. 74, i.e. 
* If we had chosen 
f(x,k) 
ft (X 1 k) = r:z__,--- m 
instead of the second eq. in 95, then the scalar product 
in ~(k) would have been the one in the first L2(o) plus 
(~(k)71) times the one in the second. Again one finds 
that h(k) possesses a positive definite metric if ~(k)>1 
and an indefinite one if ~(k)<1. The elements of ~(kJ 
are now also for ~(k)=1 of the form h(x,k)~~(x,k), and 
the scalar product Is positive semidefinite. The tran-
sition to the view adopted above is made by throwing out 
the second L2 (o) space, which does not contribute to the 
scalar product-:-
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U[T]~[f,g]=~[Tf,Tg), defines in fact for each Te:ra uni-
tary operator U(T]. Using 
~{(f!g)-(g!fl} 
e 
-'{A '(f -f' f -f' )+C '(g -g' g -g' l} 
4- mL- n n~ m+n m+n mL- n n" m+n m+n 
m-n ------- -n -----•e -
we can easily derive from eq. 74 that 
This proves that U[T] is linear. Eq. 74 determines there-
fore how U [T] acts on a dense set in 'Je, i.e. U [T] is a 
linear operator. 104 tells us also that U+[T]=U[T ~J. 
74 
Hence 
This proves that U[T] is in fact a unitary operator. 
One shows in very much the same way that eq. 75, i.e. 
Instead of eq. 104 one gets 
which proves that j is antilinear. Noticing that it 
follows from eq. 75 that J= :;-1 , one readily sees that 
J i s ant i u n it a ry • 
Finally we have to show that only multiples of ~are 
invariant under the U[TJ V Te:r•. Expand an arbitrary fe:L 
in terms of the orthonormal functions uj(x) that we used 








Define T k£ f• by 
-[ {Am[:(Tkfn-f~,Tkfm+n-f~+n)+cmr=(Tkgn-g~,Tkgm+n-g~+nl} 
m -n -- -- -n -- --• e -
In the last step we used: Tk~o fork~=. The silver 
rule tells us that U[Tk) converges weakly towards the 
projection operator on the space spanned by i· Let A be 
an arbitrary vector in ~and ~ one that is invariant un-
der all the U[Tk]. 
(A, ~) = (A, U (T k] ~) = 1 im (A, U (T kJ 'i') = (A, ~) ( ~o' ~) ~ ~ = ( ~o' ~) ~o • 
k~= 
This proves that only multiples of ~are invariant under 
a 11 t he U [ T J , T £ f' . 
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6 What have we Gained so far? 
Theorem 1a -----------
Every CCR representation satisfying the assumptions 
(i) and (ii) has a reproducing kernel of the form 
with A ,C real, A =A m m m -m' C =C m -m' 
MA~ finite and fflc~ finite, the reproducing kernel can 
be written as 
1 E;(k) 
-4/dkfd~{m(k) If(~, k) j2+m(k) lg(~, k) 12} 
( tl ~ [ f 1 g J ) = e ]) - 1 0 5 
E; ( k) 
2 - 2 with m (~) > 0, E; ( k) ~ 1 a. e. ; m ( ~) e L ( 0), ~ L (D). 
Every functional satisfying eq. 105 is the reprodu-
cing kernel of a CCR representation that satisfies (i) 
and (ii). It is irreducible if E;(k)=1 a.e. and redu-
cible otherwise. Two representations are equivalent 
if and only if the pairs {m(k),E;(~J} that characterize 
the corresponding reproducing kernels are equal a.e. 
We have not yet proved the last statement. The proof in 
one direction has been given by Naimark on p. 242 of re-
ference 11, where he showed that two representations with 
the same reproducing kernel are equivalent~ It remains 
to show that representations with different reproducing 
kernels are necessarily inequivalent. We do this with 
the help of the tag operator introduced earlier. 
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U[f~g]A~= aU[f,g) ~o 
85 
The tags a that we considered depend on the f!g'EL that 
we used to define the tag operators A: 
a = 
One finds in the same manner as Klauder on p. 1675 of 
reference 1 that tags corresponding to the same choice 
of f' and g' are equal for two equivalent representations. 
This completes the proof since one can always find a pair 
f;g'£L for which the tags are different unless the 
{m(k) 1 ~(k)} are for both representations equal a.e. 
7 Can we Allow for More General f and g? 
The aim of this section is to show that in the cases 
where ~I A!s.l and ~I c!s I are finite we can extend the defi-
nit ion of u [ f 1 g) to all F 1 Gel~ {!R 3 ), and that the proper-
ties assumed in ( i) and (ii) remain valid for this 
larger class of U(F~GJ. We will refer to tho assumptions 
(i) and (ii) in which f,g 1 f',g' have been replaced by 
F1 G1 F' 1 G' by (i)' und (ii) '. 
Consider for Fe:L2 (IR 3 ) the sequence 
N f where r 
fN(x) f F(x) if !~I ~N = 1_ 0 if lxl >N 
fN has the important properties fNEL ~ N and fN~F for 
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N~oo. Using the eqs. 73 and 103 we find 
i N N N N N N z[(f,g)-(g,f)-(f!g +g)+(g!f +f)] 
(~[f!g'],U[f,g ]~[f,g))=e 
•e 
-\A r ( fN +f - f' fN +f - f' ) 
L- m~ n n n' m+n m+n m+n 
m-n -- --
•e 
The r.h.s. converges for N~m. This is least obvious for 
N N the term EA E(f ,f ) and for a similar one involving m m n n m+n 
the C • But also these converge absolutely since m 
C I Am ( F n , F m + n ) I = L I Am I L I ( F n , F m + n ) I ~ ( L I Am I ) ( L ( F n , F n ) ) 
m,n - - -- m - n - -- m - n - --- - - - -
where the last expression, which we found using the 
Schwartz inequality, is finite. Since the U(fN,gN) are 
uniformly bounded and since the ~[f,g] form a total set, 
the silver rule states that the unitary operators 
N N U[f ,g ) converge weakly towards a linear operator, cal-
led U[F,G], with ~U[F,G]~c1, and whose matrix elements 
between states of our total set are 
~[(F,g)-(G,f)-(f!G+g)+(g!F+f)] 
( ~ [ f! g' J , U [ F, G J ~ ( f, gJ ) = e 
-[:Am[:(Fn+fn-f~,Fm+n+fm+n-f~+n) 





In order to prove 
u [ F; G I ] u [F' G] 
i{CF!G)-(G!Fl} 
= e2 U[F'+F,G'+GJ 107 
it is sufficient to show that the matrix elements of 
both sides between states of a total set coincide. 




-~A ~(F'+F +f -f',F' +F +f -f' ) L_ m~ n n n n m+n m+n m+n m+n 
m-n---- -- ------•e -
-~C ~(G'+G +g -g' G' +G +g -g' ) 
L- 'm~ n n n n' m+n m+n m+n m+n 
m-n --- ---- -- --•e -
Using eq. 106 we find the same expression also for the 
matrix elements of the r.h.s. of eq. 107. 
Next we want to show that U[F,G] is unitary. We remark 
N N . . + N N + that U[f ,g J~U[F,GJ 1mpl1es U [f ,g J~u [F,GJ. However 
U+(fN,gNJ=U[-fN,-gNJ .... U(-F,-GJ. Eq. 107 tells us that 
U(F,G)U[-F,-GJ=U(-F,-GJU[F,GJ=1. Hence 
U(F,G)U+[F,G) = U+(F,G)U(F,GJ = 1 
which proves the desired result. 
Consider the matrix elements of W[cNF]=U[cNF,Oj for a 
convergent sequence of real numbers cN-+c. It is easy to 
see that (~[f!g'),W[cNF]~[f,g]) converges for N-+oo 
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Y f!g!f,gEL. The silver rule yields W[cNF]-W[cFJ. W[cF] 
is therefore weakly continuous in c Y CER. Stone's thea-
rem assures us that there exists a self-adjoint operator 
$(F) satisfying $(cf)=c$(F) and W[FJ=ei$(Fl. Similarly 
we prove the existence of a self-adjoint operator ~(G) 
with ~(cG)=c~(G) and V[G)=U(D,G]=e-i~(G)• 
It follows from eq. 107 that 
-ic~(G) ic$(F) -ic2(f,G) ic$(F) -ic~(G) e 8 = e e e 
Comparing quadratic terms in c we find 
($(F),~(GJ] = i(F,G) 
The Baker-Hausdorff formula states therefore that 
-~(F,G) i$(F) -i~(G) i{~(F)-~(GJ} 
e e e = e 
Eq. 107 tells us that the l.h.s. equals U[F,G], This 
completes the proof that the U[F,GJ satisfy all the 
assumptions (i) '. 
That also the assumptions (ii)' are satisfied can be 
shown in the same way as before for (ii). Therefore we 
want to make two remarks only. 
Since we dealt also in this section exclusively with 
states that can be considered as weak limits of finite 
linear combinations of ~[f,g] 's, it follows that the 
Hilbert space dfhas not been enlarged. Already the 
~[f,g} spanJf, the ~[F,G]=U[F,G]tP.,do so a fortiori. 
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That eq. 103 remains true if we replace f!g!f,g by 
the corresponding capitals is a consequence of eq. 107 
and of the unitarity of U[F,G]. 
~9D-~§-~g§!0_9b9og§_frg~_tb§_9!§9r§t§_Y~r!~g!§_~_tg_tb~ 
99!:)t!!:!~Q~§-~~ 
First I want to show 
To do this I make use of Beppo Levi's theorem which is 
stated e.g. on p. 36 of reference 12. 
Every series Ek (x) of summable functions for which 
n n 
E Qlk (x)!dx converges, converges itself almost every-n l:J n 
where to a summable function and the series can be inte-
grated term by term. 
This theorem still holds if the integrations extend to 
infinity and also for several variables. I will give the 
name Beppo Levi's theorem to this generalization: 
Every series Ek (x) of summable functions for which 
n n -
E!lk (x) ldx converges, converges itself a.e. to a summable 
nJt n - -
function and the series can be integrated term by term, 
i.e. Jdx(rk (x))=r(!dx k (xJ). 
~-nn- n~- n--
The assumptions of the theorem are satisfied for 
M~d~ kn (~) = f£d~ F1 (~+J)Gl+n (~+J._+~) sinc_j the Schw~rtz 








r. I r i kl I ( i kn) i kl ;l(~+!)=Ddkd(~,~)e --=Gl+~(~+l+~)=Ddk G(~,~)e -- e -- , 
i.e. ~(~,k)=G(~,k)ei~~. This completes the proof that 
Thus 
Since we assumed EIA I finite, the assumptions of Beppo n n 
Levi's theorem are again satisfied, and we may inter-
change the summation with the integrations. Because 








with m(k)>D~ ~(k)~1 and ~l£dk m(k)ei~QI finite, 
Ll!dk~(~)ei~QI finite is-the reproducing kernel of a 
!l}) m(~) 
representation that satisfies (i)' and (ii)'. The 
statements of theorem 1a on reducibility and equiva-
lence hold also here. 
THE HAMILTONIAN _____ ... ._ ..... ______ _ 
From now onwards we will consider only the representations 
that satisfy the assumptions (i): and (ii)' and that pos-
sess a reproducing kernel of the type considered in theo-
rem 1b. Since confusion is no longer possible 1 we will in 
future use small letters for the elementsof L2(~ 3 ). I may 
* We had to restrict the A0 and C0 more and more as we 
went along. Recently I guessed that had we restricted 
the f and g instead to elements of the test function 
space ~(~ 3 ) we would have been able to consider for all 
our purposes A(k) and C(k) in the much larger class of 
temoered distributions. I do not think that the restric-
tio~ to fe~(~ 3 ) is objectionable on physical grounds. 
This means that the expectsd gain in elegance of the 
result would have been acquired at no costs. This dif-
ferent choice of assumptions would have allowed us to 
make use of some of the mathematical methods familiar 




also occasionally quote an equation that I wrote down for 
f,g£L if it is clear from the preceding section that the 
relation remains true for f,g£L2(~ 3 ), r 
8 Assum2tions about the Hamiltonian 
(iii)' 3 a self-adjoint operator~~O such that under 
suitable domain conditions 
(U(T),1-1] = 0 
and 
[c!>(f),1-1] = in(f) 
The sq. 
1-lcp = 0 
has up to a constant a unique solution, 
It is easy to see that the vector cp of sq. 112 must be 
a m u 1 tip le of cl>
0
, 
0 =11cp = U[T)1H =1-IU(T]cp ~ U[T]cp = ct(T)cp , 
where a(T) is a complex number of modulus one. It follows 
from the assumption expressed in sq. 74 that 
U[T]U[T']=U[TT']. The a(T) form therefore a one-dimen-
sional reoresentation of tho group f'. However,~· has 
only the trivial one-dimensional representation. Thus 
U[T]ci>=1 ~ TE~'. According to the last of the assumptions 
(ii)' this implies cp=cci>
0
• 
9 Operators Commuting with U[~'] or with U[f) 
We have to investigate the reducibility of de vie~Ated as 
110 
1 1 1 
112 
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a space carrying a representation of the group J•. This 
can best be done by looking at the realization of ~ 
introduced in section 5. We will sometimes find it con-
venient to put 
-
h (~~~) "' h (~, k) and 
and to define a domain 0' by 
~e:D' if ~ ke:D 
l or (k-(2~~o,o))e:D and ;(k-(2~~o~o))>1 
Eq. 97 becomes in this new notation 
- -fdk(h, (k). h (~)) 
= N' Noll' 
From 
- -f d k ( h ' (~), (T h ) ( k l) 
N' Ne})' 
we can conclude that each of the subspaces JC intro-n 
duced in sq. 101 is invariant. They are further redu-
cible excepta;. Consider e.g. 
Jf1 = ~ = fdk@ -hCkl 
])' 
The contribution to ~[f,g] from 4Ck) CQn be written as 
This implies that the contribution from Jf1 is 
-




(~I(f!g'],~I(f,g]) = N'Njdk (h'(~)~h(~J) 
»' 





lie in 'Je because of the o-function it involves, which 
-makes its norm infinite. Each element of h(k) can be 
written as h(x)o(k'-k) with h(x)eL2(o). It is transfor-
med by Te:5"' into (Th) (~)o (k'-k) since T acts similarly 
in each cell as explained in the introduction to this 
chapter.1{(k) is therefore invariant and the representa-
tion of,, it contains is equivalent to the one in L2(o). 
We conclude that all the~(k) carry equivalent ~nd irredu-
cible representations of~·. 
In the higher sectors of~ we can, too, recognize cer-
tain subspaces as being invariant. The spaces we have 
1·n m1"nd can bed t db "t&kl,k2,• • .k, •th k k k eno e y ~- - - w1 1~ 2~ ••• ~ , - - -n 
where 
k<k' means 
They contribute N~h(x.,k!)o(k!-k.) towards ~[f,g]. 
i1J1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
The Young theory will often state that these subspaces 
are further reducible. We will soon return to this point. 
The connection between weak convergence in ~ and in Je is 
the same as for RS-models. To prove disjointness of the 
~n' we choose an orthonormal basis in L2(£)· An eq. si-
milar to 35 defines then how T acts in L2(o) and, since 
m 
T e:,', how it acts in all of L2(R 3 ). The rest of the m 
116 
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proof is very similar to the one for the RS-case. 
The matrix elements (9[f;g'],~h[f,g]) of~e:{U[~']}' 
can only depend on the 
- - - - - -
(h' (~'),h'(~l),(h'(~'),h(k)),(h(~'),h(~)) 
The methods that were employed in the RS-case lead here 
to 
= N'NC~rfr ffdk~dk.(h'Ck!LhCk.J)}b(ki,kl, ••• ,k',k) • 117a 
nn. i= 1 ~~ 1 1 -1 -1 - - -n -n 
Instead of restricting the dk! integrations to 
l 
1 
kf~k2~ ••• ~k', we have put the factor--, and require 
- - -n n. 
b(k! ,k. , ••• ,k~ ,k. ) = b(ki,kl,. • .,k',k) -1 1 -11 -1 -1 - - -n -n n n 
for all permutations i 1, ••• ,i of 1, ••• ,n. For93 to be n 
in fact a bounded operator, certain conditions on the 
magnitude of the b(~i,k 1 , ••• ,~~'~n) must be fulfilled. 
n 
To ~I corresponds b(ki,k1, ••• ,k',k )=~1 o(k!-k.). - - -n -n 1= -1 -1 
£1 '£2' • • • 'En 
~ · is according to Young's theory further re-
ducible. There corresponds an invariant subspace of 
Pl,£2'"""'p 
'Jl- -n to eaGh tableau ltJhich contains .E.l ,£2, ••• '.E.n 
in the standard way. We understand "standard" here in the 
generalized sense introduced on p. 30: The .E.i do not de-
crease from left to right and increase downwards. To de-
crease and to increase are used here e.g. in the sense 
of eq. 116. 




a ik{U[f']}' that maps it n into itself if the 
invariant subspaces that we have found are in fact irre-
ducible? We gave the answer on p. 24. The number equals 
the number of permutations of .e. 1 , ••• ,En' i.e. 
n: _1 ___ _ 
1T n.! 
i=1 1 
where 1 denotes the number of different £ that appear 
among n 1 , ••• ,p and then. state how often they appear. ~ -n 1 
Thus ~n.=n. On the other hand we can show that the 
1= I 1 
number of independent b(k{,k 1 , ••• rk',k) in eq. 117a - - -n -n 
£11° 00 1£ 
that are needed to describe the mapping of~ n 
into itself is exactly the samo. We just have to count 
the number of independent b(ki,k 1 , ••• ,k',k) where the - - -n -n 
ki and the ki are both permutations of the Ei· Because 
of eq. 117b we may restrict ourselves to the case k~=p .• 
-1 -1 
The permutations ~ 1 , ••• ,~n of .e.1 , ••• ,.E.n and the 
b(n 1 ,k1 , ••• ,n ,k) are in one to one correspondence • .c. - .c.n -n 
This complotes tho proof that the invariant subspaces 
which we have found are in fact irreducible. It also shows 
that further dependencies among these b( )'s are not pos-
sible. Two irreducible representations in different spa-
__ _tl_l'"""'.E.n .Sl'"""'.9.n 
CBS r and lf are equivalent if and only 
if the corresponding Young graphs are equal. From this 
one can conclude that there cannot be further dependencies 
even when we take all the b( )'s into account. 
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For~t{U[~)}' the b( )'s satisfy a further restriction 
since 
To find this restriction we determine how both sides of 
this eq. differ from the r.h.s. of eq. 117a. 
(TC~Jf)(~) = f(x-m) implies (T(~)f) 1 (~) = f 1 _m(~-~) and 
therefore 
Therefore we have to replace on the r.h.s. of eq. 117a 
h(k.) by e-i~~ h(k.) in one case and h'(k~) by 
-l ·-l -l 
- i k'm -e h'(k!) in the other. Notice that nothing goes 
~l 
wrong if h(~~kl=~(~~~-(2w 1 Q 1 o~ since e+i( 2 w,o~o)~ = 1. 
Thus we find that, in order to ensure the property 118 1 
the b(ki~k 1 ~···~k'~k) must vanish unless - - -n -n 
n 
CCk~-k.) = 2wi 
j =1 J J 
10 A Matrix Nota~ion for t~~ Operators B 
In this section we will introduce a notation for the 
operators ~which is similar to that of eq. 41 for the 
RS-case. We let now each entry in the vectors descri-
bing elements of 1tcorrespond not just to an irreducible 
subspace but to the collection of all those equivalent 
ones that are gained by application of the same Young 
symmetrizer. We can refer to a Young symmetrizer by a 
standard tableau containing the lowest positive integers. 
119 
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For the entries in the vector we will employ the nota-
tion introduced on p. 32. We give, as an example, the 
vector corresponding to ~[f,g] and list besides each row 




N - - - - N 2T { h (~ 1 I~ 1 ) h ( ~ 2 1 k 2 ) + h ( ~ 1 1 k 2 ) h ( ~ 2 1 -~ 1 ) } =27 { 1 2 + 2 1 } 
N 
37{123+231+312+132+213+321} 
















-- -- .. - 'i 
bCJ ( *) . ; . b 0 ( *) . _.., ________ 
c::J ( * * ) .,. - - - - - - .. - - - -.- - - - -- .. -- - -- - -: 
b j I 
' lb '?c••J b f?c••J : : 1 1 1 
; b [?(**) b !?(**) : • 21 2 • 




(~[f!g']~~~[f,g]) becomes in this notation a row vector 
for ~[f!g'] followed by a matrix for~ and by the co-
lumn vector for ~[f,g] if we agree that this implies 
matrix multiplication and integration over the x., the 
-1 
k., and over the k! for ki~k2~ ••• ~k'. Alternatively, we 
-1 -1 - -- -n 
can integrate over all the values of the k! and divide 
-l 
by 1, if we impose a restriction similar to eq. 117b on n. 
the b~ill( ••• J. If ~c{U[~]}' those quantities have to 
satisfy also a relation similar to eq. 119. The require-
ment that £is a bounded operator places restrictions 
on the magnitude of the bigraphl( ••. ). 
11 The Form of the Matrix Elements of~ 
. -it1-l S1nce e g {U[~J}' it follows that 
(~[f!g'],eitH~[f,g]) = N'NA{(h'(k'),h(~J)} 
= ( ~ [ f; g '] , ~ [ f, g] ) c { C f ~~f. L C f! , g . L C g!, f. L ( g! , g . J} 122 
l J l j l J l J 
The possibility of writing the matrix elements in the 
last form follows from sq. 114 and from the linear con-
-nection between the h(x,_k) and the f. (x),g.(x). If 
l- J -
~[f,gJ belongs to the domain where ti is ·defined, we will 
thus be able to write 
(<P[f!g'J ,1-l~[f,g]) 
= (<P[f!g'),~(f,g] )G{(f!,f.), (f!,g.), (g!,f.), (g!,g.J} 123 
l J 1 J l J l J 
( ~ [ f; g , J , e- i -r <He )1-lo i -r <1> (e) ~ [ f, g J} 
= ( ~ [f: g '1 ' 0 [ f, 2] ) G { ( f! + 1: c. , f . + 1: c . ) , ( f ! + L 0 • , g . ) , (' ! 'f . + L e . ) , ( g! • g . ) } • 
. l 1 J J l l J ~l J J 1 J 
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Under further domain restrictions we take a partial 
derivative with respect to T and set T=O. 
( ~ [ f; g I] 1 'IT (e) ~ [ f 1 g] ) : ( ~ [ f! g I] 1 ~ [ f 1 g] ) 
·C[{ce.,f.)+(f!,e.J}a(flaf J+(e.,g.Ja(fla J+(g!~e.Ja( laf ,j . . l. J l. J ., . 1 J .,g. l. J g., ,) 
l.,J 1 J l. J l. J 
• G{(f!,f.),(f!,g.),(g!,f.),(g!,g.)} 
1 J 1 J 1 J 1 J 




. 1 . J J 1+J 1+J 1 . J J J 1+J 1+J 1+J 
-C{A.L(f.-f~,f .. -f! .)+C.CCg.+Te.-g~,g .. +-re .. -g! .J}J 




iCf!eJ-2Cc.cce.,g .. -g! .J}(~[f!g 1 ] .~[f,g]) 
. 1 . J 1+J 1+J 
1 J 
~T(e,f) -iTn(e) 
E = ~ T [ 8 ( 4? [ f! g I ] , e ~ [ f , gJ )] l= 0 
: ~ ( e 1 f) ( ~ [ f; g I] 1 ~ [ f 1 g] ) - i ( ~ [_f! g I J 1 'IT (e) ~ [ f 1 g] ) 
It follows that 
( ~ [ f; g I ] 1 'IT (e) ~ [ f 1 g] ) 
= [ce,f+f 1 )-4iL:C.L:Ce.,g .. -g! .Jr(~[f!g 1 ],~[f,g]) 
. 1 . J 1+J l+J J 
l J 
Combining this with eq. 124a we find 
I 124b 
C[{ce.,f.)+(f:,e.J}a(fla __ f )+(e . ,g.)a(f'a J+(g!,e.)a( laf )J-.. 1 J 1 J •I • 1 J .,g. 1 J g., . 
~J 1 J 1 J 1 J 
G{(f!,f.), (f!,g.), (g!,f.), (g!,g.)} 




ce,f+f 1 J-2i}:c.cce.,g .. -g! .J 





possible set of arguments in G{ } can be reached with 
.. - - -
f,g,f',g' such that 
- - - -
(<f>l,fl) = (<f>l,gl) = (<f>l,fi) = (<f>l,gi) = 0 'tj 1 
Take in eq. 125 in turn 
- - -
f=f+cj>k ' g=g ' f'=f' ' g'=g' 
- - -f=f ' g=g+<f>k ' f'=f' ' g'=E' ' e= 4> 1 
- - -f=f ' g=g ' f'=f' , g'=g'+<f>k ' e=cj>l 
Note that the arguments of G{ ••• } are in all these ca-




t~ e con c 1 u de 
G { ( f ! , f . ) , ( f ! , g . ), ( g ! , f . ) , ( g ! , g . ) } 
l J l J ~ J l J 
.. ~LCfi,f 1 J-2iCck_ 1 {Cfi,gkl-Cgk_,f 1 l}•F'{Cg!,g.J} 1 k,l ~ J 





+F{(g'(k'),g(kl)Jj ·(~[f!g'],~[f,g)) • 126 
Since 1-fcf>o=O it follows that 
F{(g' (k' LgC1J):o}=O 127 
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12 Operat£rs that are Convenient to Construct Hamiltonians 
We recognized on p. 87 that ~(k) carries a representation 
ofE/' which is irreducible if ~(~)=1 but which can be 
reduced into two equivalent irreducible representations 
if ~(k)>1. We chose the two irreducible subspaces in such 
a way that their contributions to ~[f~g] were proportio-
nal to h(~~~) and to ~(~~k). This is not the only way of 
splitting h(k). Any choice with contributions proportio-
nal to 
H (~~ k) = h(~ .. ~) cos 0(k) .ft(~~~) sin 0(k) 
and 
+!(~~~) = h(~~~) sin e(kJ + fl.(~~k) cos 0(k) 
with either sine(k)=O or cos0(k)=O if ~ (~) = 1 could have 
been employed equally well since 
(h' (k).h(kl)+(fl.' (k).fl.(kl) = (H' (k)~H(k))+(H' (k).-H(k)) -- -- -- --
The following choice of 0(~) will prove useful for the 
construction of Hamiltonians 
sine(k) = J 1 :., 
; ( k) jt;(k)-1 coc::G(k) = --=-- = ~ - ~(k) 





In the following we will frequently make use of the matrix 
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notation 121 for operators and this often in the modi-
fied form where the h's in the vectors 120.., on which 
the matrices act, are replaced by H's. We will consider 
operators that are represented by matrices of the fol-
lowing special form: 
Eo 





As a first example we take 
n n 
E ={r-m(k.Je(n-k. J} 1 ro(k!-k.) n 1.:-- -·1 11 .I 1 -1 -1 
1=1 1=1 
II E 0=0 
and the vectors in their original form 120. This matrix 
acts in each irreducible subspace just as 
n 
{Cm(k.)e(n-k. )}•I 
i=1 -1 11 
where I is the identity operator. It presents therefore 
an operator, that we call ~o' which is unbounded, self-
adjoint, and nann egat i ve. 1-10 commutes with U [T] "r/ T £q-, by 
which we imply as usual that the domains satisfy 
XJU [T]'Ho =~o U [T] • 1-lo has the matrix elements 
( ~ [ f ; g ' ] 11 1-lo~ [ f 11 g] ) = N ' N [ 0 + ~ d k m ( k ) e ( n- k 1 ) ( h ' ( -~ L h ( -~ J) 
l> 
1 2 
+ (2 ')3//dk1dk2{Cm(k.)G(n-k. J} • .P'IJ' i=1 -1 11 
0 2 { ( h' ( ~ 1 ), h ( ~ 1 ) ) ( hi ( ~ 2 ) I h ( ~ 2 ) ) + ( hI ( k 1 )., h ( -~ 2 ) ) ( hI ( ~ 2 ~ h ( ~ 1 ) ) 
129 
130 
+ ( h' (~ 1 th ( k 1 ) )( h' (~2) I h (_~2) ) - ( h' ( k 1 ~h (~2) )( h'( k 2 ~h ( k 1 ) ) } + o o •1 




The matrix representative for the unitary operator 
e-it~0 is also of the form 129 but with 
n 
-itCm(k.)e(tr-k. ) 
._- -1 ~ 1 n 
E =e 1 - 1 JTc5Ck!-k.) 
n . -~ -~ 
~=1 
Similarly as before we find 
E0 =1 
-itm(k)0(tr-kl) - -
, , - i t'H. _ , i.d k e - ( h' (~), h (~) ) 
(~[f 8 g J,e ~[f,g]) -NNe 132 - i tm ( k) 
[dk(e - -1)(h'(~),h(kJ) 
= ( ~ [ f; g ') , ~ [ f, g) ) e" 
Another example of which we will make use is 
n n 
E ={CeCk.)e(tr-k. l}1Tc5Ck!-k.) 
n . 1 -~ 11 . 1 l ~ 
~= l= - -
E =0 0 
- -and the vectors 120 with the h's replaced by d's. Assume 
that e(k) is real and that it satisfies 
'I I ikn I L dk e(k)e -- finite 
n J> 
(m(~) has these properties too as stated in eq. 109). 
As before we conclude that these matrices define self-
adjoint operators P(e) that commute with U[T] \1 Te:f". 
Their matrix elements are 
( ~ [ f ; g I J , p ( e ) ~ [ f , g] ) = I e ( k) ( d , ( k ) , d ( k ) ) d k ( ~ [ f ! g , J , ~ [ f , g] ) • 1 3 3 
Jl 
13 Existence of Hamiltonians 
In this section we shall first prove that for each irre-
ducible representation of the CCR there exists one and 
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only one Hamiltonian ~ that satisfies the assumptions 
(iii)'. We shall give its matrix elements and those of 
e-it~. In the case of reducible representations there 
are many Hamiltonians ~. We shall determine the matrix 
- i t1-l elements of~ and of e for the simplest of them. 
-itt! The unitary operator e is called the time evolution 
operator because the time evolution of any operator that, 
in the Schrodinger picture, would be time independent is 
given by 
Eq. 117a tells us in the case of irreducible represen-
tations that (N'N) -l(4>[f!g'],J3ct>[f,g]) depends on f,g,f!g' 
through the combinations f(~~~)-im(k)g(~.~) and 
f'(~,k)-im(k)g'(~,k) only. This holds in particular 
for (N'N) -l(<I>[f!g'],ct>[f,g]) and thus for 
(<I>[f!g'J ,<I>[f,g]) -l(<I>[f!g'] ,qj34>[f,g]) and for 
(<I>[f!g'],<I>(f,g])-1 (<I>[f!g'],1--1<I>[f,g]). It follows from 
the eqs. 126 and 127 that 
( ~ [ f; g '] ,1-l <I> [f .. g] ) 
= ~ f d k ( f' ( k)- im (~) g' (~), f (~)- im (~) g (~) )(<I> [ f; g '] , <I> [ f, g] ) 
l> 
134 
= fdk m(~J(h'(~),h(~))(<I>[f!g'],<I>[f,g]) 135a 
i> 
It remains to show that there exists in fact an operator 
with these matrix elements, that it satisfies the assump-
tions (iii)', and that its domain is such that the cal-
culations in section 11 are valid. This is easily done. 
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The operator~0 , defined in the previous section, is 
the chap we are looking for. We saw already that it is 
nonnegative, self-adjoint, and that it commutes with 
U[T] V T£~. The assumption eq. 111 is satisfied since 
(~[f!g'],1-10~[f,g]) has the form of the r.h.s. of eq. 126. 
That 1-1~=0 has only the solution ~=c~follows from the 
eqs. 129 and 130 because we deal with an irreducible 
representation of the CCR. The calculations in section 11, 
which led to eq. 13Sa, are valid since the eqs. 120, 129 
and 130 inform us that $[f,g] lies in the domain of the 
operator 1-1 V f,geL 2 (1R3)• r 
Notice that the spectrum of 1-1 contains a continuous part 
unless m(k) takes on discrete values only. The matrix 
-it'l-l elements of the time evolution operator e have been 
determined in eq. 132 already, 
- i tm ( k) 
-it1-l 
(~[f;g'Je ~[f,g]) 
fdk e - (h'(~),h(k)) 
= N'Nel> 
Guided by our experience with RS- and C1 -models, we 
expect that to each reducible representation of the CCR 
• 135b 
there corresponds a big variety of Hamiltonians that sa-
tisfy the assumptions (iii)'. We will not exhibit a large 
class of them but only derive restrictions on the func-
tional F{(g'(~'),g(~l)} that appears in eq. 126 and 
prove the existence of Hamiltonians with F{ ••• } linear 
in (g'(k'),g(kl). 
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Making use of the operator~0 introduced in the pre-
vious section we can write ~~~0 + R with 
(~[f!g'J ,R~[f,g]) = ~F{(g' (k'),g(~J)}(~[f!g'] .~[f.gJ) 136 
Since +I and 1-f..., are hermitian and commute with U[T] 
\1 T e: ~ R must have these properties too. We may rep 1 ace 
-
the h's in the eqs. 117a and 114 by the d's that we in-
traduced in the last section. These eqs. toll us that 
n . 
· L -+fiT/fdk~dk. (d' ck: LdCk. l )}bCk 1' ,k1 , •••• k'. k J ~n . , , 1 1 -1 -1 - - -n -n n • 1=1DD 
Comparing with 136 and keeping the definition 128 of 
.. 
d(~.~) in mind we get 
F{(g'(~'),g(~J)} 
oo n 
= C~f-11-21-[/dk!dk.JmCk!)m(k.)'r,;(k!)r,;(k.)(g'(k!),g(k.))} n= 1n. i= 1 b~ 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
• b(ki,kl.-•••k',k) 
- - -n -n 
Eq. 127 excludes the term n=O; the b's obey the relations 
117b and 119. R hermitian requires the further restric-
tion 
because (~[f!g'],R~[f,g])=(~[f,g],R4?[f;g•])* implies 
F{(g'(~'),g(kl)}=F{(g(k'),g'(kl)}*=F{(g'(k),g(~'l)}*. 
To ensure that ~~=0 has only the solution ~=c~, F{ } 
will have to fulfil some positivity condition. 
Let us now investigate the special case R=R0 ~Where F{ } 




b(k;k)=e(~)o(~'-k) and 138 restricts us to real e(k). 
Thus we have to look for operators R0 with matrix ele-
ments 
( ~ [ f ! g ' ] 6 R0~ [ f 6 g] ) = J d k e ( ~) ( d ' ( ~ L d ( ~) )( ~ [ f ; g '] 6 ~ [ f 6 g] ) 
l> 
Eq. 133 assures us that for ~l!dk e(k)ei~QI finite there 
Q D -
exists such an operator and that it is self-adjoint and 
commutes with U[T] \J T£~. The ~[f,g] lie in the domain 
of R0 as well as in the domain of 1-10 • 1-l = 1-10 + R0 is there-
fore an hermitian operator. To ensure that the eq. 1-l$=0 
has up to a factor only one solution, it is sufficient 
that e(k)>O. * Since the hermitian operator 1-1 is nonne-
gative 6 it can be extended by the method of Friedrichs ** 
to a self-adjoint operator with the same lower bound. 
Similar arguments as in the case of irreducible represen-
tations of the CCR yield that those 1-l's satisfy all our 
requirements. 
In order to determine the matrix elements of the time 
-i t'H evolution operator o for1-l = ~e+ R0 6 we consider yet 
another possibility of splitting~(~)~ in which 1-1 will 
turn out to be diagonal. We split ~(k) so that the con-
tributions to ~[f6g] from tho two subspaces are propor-
* This can be shown most easily if we use tho matrix no-
tation for~ that we will introduce below. It follows 
from the fact that 
2:1. { m ( k. ) 0 ( 1T- k. ) +m ( k. - ( 21T 6 0 6 0) ) 0 ( k. -1T)} 6 ~= + -~ ~, - -1 ~, 
which appears in 1426 is >0 bec2use e(k)>O implies 
that m (k)>O and m (k)>O. 
+- - -




H(~,k) = H(~ 1 k) 
~~~f(x 1 k)-im (k)g(x,k) = ~p (k) -- + - --
+ - 12m (kf 
i + -and 
... 
H(~,k+(2w 1 0 1 0)) = H(~,k) 
f(x 1k)-im (k)g(x 1k) = ~,.-p-.,....,.( k-:"1)' - - - - - -
-- ["2m_Ckf 
where 
= ~{mC~)+e(k)± j(mC~J-eC~l)2+4m(k)e(~)r,;2(~)'} 
m±(~) [ m+(~)l 
p±(~) = m±(~)-m~(~) 1 -~(~) m(_l:) 
and 
Easy calculations yield the relations 
if 
and 





1 ~ ( k) 
=2{m ( k) ( f' ( k) 1 f (~) ) - i ( f' (~), g ( k) ) + i ( g' (~), f (~) ) +m (~ )( g • ( k), g (~)) 
= (hr(k),h(~))+(fl-'(k),.fr(~l) 11 
which guarantee that H and ~ define in fact a way of split-
ting~(~) into irreducible subspaces. 
Consider a matrix of the form 129 with 
n n 
E = C { m ( k. ) 0 (w-k. ) +m ( k.- ( 2 'IT 11 01 0) J) 0 ( k. - w)} • Tr o ( k ~- k. ) 1 n . + -~ ~ 1 - -~ 11 .I I - -1 -1 1=1 1=1 
... ... 
and the vectors 120 with the h's replaced by the H's. 
The corresponding operator W has matrix elements 
(~[f!g'] ,\~~[f,g]) 
= ( 4> (-F! g ' ] 1 ~ ( f 11 g] ) J d k { m + ( ~) ( H ' ( ~ l. H ( ~) ) +m _ ( k) ( ++' ( k) 11 ++ ( ~) ) } 
D 
= ( ~ [ f! g '] 1 ~ [ f, gJ ) J d k { m (~) ( h' (_!2), h (~) ) + e (_!2) ( d' (~), d ( k J)} 
L> 
= (~[f!g'J 11-i~[f11g]) 
142 
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In the second step of this calculation we used 
m (H!H)+m (~!H)= 21 [P (f'-im g!f-im g)+p (f'-im g!f-im g)] + - + + + - - -
=~[(p++p_)(f!f)-i(p+m++p_m_){(f!g)-(g!f)}+(p+m;+p_m:)(g!g)] 
=~[(f!f)-im{(f!g)-(g!f)}+{m2+em~2}(g!g)]=m(h!h)+e(d~d) 
The labels k have been dropped in the above eq. 
Th t . t t. f - i t'H . . . 1 t t h t e rna r1x represen a 1on or e 1s s1m1 ar o a 
for~, the only difference being that now 
n 
-it Co C k!- k. ) { m ( k. ) e ( 1r- k. ) +m ( k. - ( 2 1r, o, o) ) e ( k. -1r l} 
n = 1 -1 -1 + -1 11 - -1 11 E =e 
n 
E0=1. 
We collect the main results in 
Theorem 2 
The matrix elements of Hamiltonians ~ belonging to a 
reproducing kernel 109 and satisfying (iii)' have the 
form 
(~[f!g'] ,1-l~[f,g]) 
= ~ [J ( f' ( k)- im ( k) g' (~), f (~)- im ( k) g (~) ) d k + F { ( g' (~' ), g (~) )} 
'0 
• (~[f;g'] ~~[f,g]) 144 
with F{(g' (~'),g(kl)} 
oo n 
= C -4f1T 
2
1 f f d k! d k. J m ( k! ) m ( k. J'z; ( k! ) l; ( k. ) ( g' ( k! ), g ( k. ) ) } 
n= 1n. i= 1 ~~ 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
where 
b(kf,k,,..,k',k )= 
- -~ -n -n 
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b(k~ ,k. , •• ,k! ,k. ) \1 permu-
-11 -11 -1 -1 n n 
tations i 1, •• ,in of 1, •• ,n 
n 
0 unless CCk~-~.) = 21Ti 
j =1 J J 
b*(k1,ki····k ,k') - - -n -n 
We proved that such ~ exist whenever 
(i!>[f!g'] .~if>[f,g] )=~.£f(f' (k)-im(~)g' (~).f(k)-im(~)g(k)) 
+ e (~) m (~) r; 2 ( k) ( g ' ( k). g (~ l)} d k (if> [ f; g '] , if> [ f, g] ) , 
e(k)>O, and rjJdk e(k)ei~QI finite. 
- ~D -
Let us denote by ~the functional F from which we have 
split off the linear terms in (g'(k'),g(~l). The diago-
nal matrix elements of ~ have the form 
( if> [ f 1 g J 1 ~if> [ f 1 g] ) 
= ~ r I { ( f ( k ), f ( k l) +m ~ ( ~) ( g ( k ), g ( k ) ) } d k + F 0 {( g ( k ' ), g ( ~) ) J] 
]) 
where 
= p (k)m 2 (k)+p (k)m 2 (k) 
+ - + - - - - -
14 The Two-point Function * 
First we consider irreducible representations of the 
CCR. We will use in the following the notation 
, 
* I would like to thank Prof. J.R. Klauder for correspon-
dence on the questions dealt with in this section. 
145 
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In order to compute 
-itt! 
( ~~ <P ( f ~ t , ) <P ( g ~ t " ) ~o) = ( ~()~ <P ( f ) e <P ( g ) ~o) = ( ~o' <P ( f , t ) <P ( g ) ~) 
where t=t'-t", we consider 
-itm(k)(f(k) (kll 
- i <P ( f ) - i ttl i 4l ( g ) J. d k e - = ' g -
( 
2m(k) 
~"' e e e ~0) = N ' N e :o 
135b 
Equating the terms that are linear in both f and g we 
get 
( 
_ 1.~ -itm(k) ~n ) r e - ( ) ~~ <1> (f) e <P (g)~ = b d k 2m(~) l f ( k), g ( k) 
If f(x) is tame enough we can Fourier-transform it 
~ 
- -ikx f(k)=/dxf(x)e --- - -
dkldk2dk3 
Both integrations extend over R3, dk= (2n)3 , and 
d~=dx 1 dx 2 dx 3 • We call k the momentum and introduce the 
reduced momentum k eO, k +2nn=k (~£1 3 ). -r -r --
_ -ik(x+l) -ikx -i2nnl -ik 1 
f(~J=fdxCf(~+]Je--- =fd~e --Ce e -r-f(x+l) 
0 1 0 1 , 
i.e. 
The inverse transformation is 
_ i(k +2nl)x 
f (~,~r) = L f (~r +2n]) e -r 
1 
The eq. 146 becomes 
-itt! ) 
( <fl .. , <f> ( f ) 8 <f> ( g ) <flc 
, 
• 
- i tm ( k) - . ( k 2 1) , - . ( k 2 ) , 
=Jdke - Jdx'\f*(k+2nl)e- 1 _+ n_ ~ Lg(k+2nm)e 1 _+ n~ ~ 
2m ( k ) - L. - - - -
ll o 1 m 
- i tm ( kt') _ . k , - · ( k 2 ) • 
=Jdke - /dx'f*(k)e- 1 -~ Lg(k+2nn)e 1 _+ n~ ~ 




In the last step we assumed f tame enough that the 
change in the order of 1 summation and x' integration 
is valid. Let us extend the domain where m(k) and ~(k) 
are defined to all IR 3 by putting m(k)=m(k ) and - -r 
~(kl=t(k ). We boldly replace in the expression on the 
- -r 
r.h.s. of eq. 147 f(~') by o (~'-~) and g(~') by o (~·-~) 
~ -ikx ~ ik 
(i.e. f(k)=e --, g(k)=s -~), call the resulting expres-
sian the two-point function, and use for it the familiar 
notation 
- i tm ( k) . k ( , ) . ( k 2 ) ( , ) (DI~(x,t)~(v)ID>=Jdk:e - jdx'e 1- ~-~ Le- 1 _+ 1T.!J. ~-~ - ._ · 2m ( k ) -· 
o n 
-itm(k)+ik(x-xl 2 . ( ') =/dke - -- fdx'[:e- 1Tl.!2 ~-~ 
2m ( k) c· - n 
Thus we get finally 
This two-point function looks formally very similar to 
the one for a relativistic free field (RFF), which can 
be found in numerous textbooks, e.g. on p. 33 of refe-
renee 14: 
i{k(~-y_)-wkt} 
(o I <I>(~, t) <I>(~) I o) RFF= f dk::--e----=2:--w-k __ _ 
The difference between the two expressions is that m(k) 
is periodic in k 1 ,k 2 , and k 3 whereas wk=~m 2 +~2' depends 




In the case of reducible representations of the CCR we 
have 
( "' -icj>(f) -it+l icj>(g).._) = '"'o' e e e '>'o 143 
-itm+(~) P+Usl -itm_(k) p_(ls) 
ldk{e 2m (k)(fC~Lg(k))+e 2m (k)(f(~Lg(~J)} =e + - - -
This is true if ~=~0 +R0 • However, the relation that we 
get from it by equating the terms which are linear in 
both f and g is generally true since higher order terms 
in F{ } do not contribute. 
( - i ttl ) i' cl> ( f ) e cp ( g ) <I>o 
p (k) . p (k) . 
=jdk{ . + - e -1tm+ (~) +--·-=-e -1tm_ (k) 1 (f (k) (k)) 
2m ( k) 2m ( k) J - ' g -
+- - -
Proceeding as before we find 
(D!cpC~,t)cj>(~JID) 
= fdk ik(x-){) { P+ (~) -im (k)t P_ (~) -im (k)t} 
e -- 2m (k)e + - +2m (k)e - -
+ - - -
15 Discussion and Physical Interpretation of C2 -Models 
Our convention to call k the momentum is justified by 
the way in which it enters eq. 149. 
p+(k) and p_(~) aro both >0 if ~(k)>1. It follows for 
a particle with a definite value of the energy and with 
a momentum k for which ~(k)>1 that two different values 
of the energy are possible. The energies mt(~) are pe-
riodic functions of the momentum k. The two states 
149 
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corresponding to a given k are created by the field with 
relative strength p+(k)~O and p_(k)~O. p+(1)+p_(k)=1. 
If we make the transition ~(1)+1. then p+(~)+O for 
1 e(1)>m(1L p_(k)+O for e(k)<m(k), and p+(k), p_(k)~ 
for e(k)=m(k). 
States that contain both kinds of particles satisfy ge-
neralized Bose statistics because all the vectors in ~ 
are left invariant if we permute the sets of coordinates 
that refer to the various particles; i.e. the sign does 
not change if we permute the whole sets. This feature 
appeared in RS-models already. 
A problem of great interest concerns the S-operator. 
We write 1-!=1-10 +V. where 110 is the operator whose matrix 
elements were given in eq. 131. Note that 1-l0 and V act 
in the same Hilbert space as 1-l. Therefore it makes sense 
to define 
s = lim i1-l 0 t 1 - itlt 1 ii-lt 2 - i1-l0 t 2 e e e e 
tl++oo 
t 2 +-oo 
We would like the limes to exist in the strong sense 
and s to turn out to be unitary. A sufficient condition 
for strong convergence is e.g. 
+co 
J liVe -i1-l 0 t1/Jll dt<co V 1jJ of a total set 
-co 
and we may ask for what 1-l it is satisfied. 
150 
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16 A Special Model 
At an earlier stage of my investigations, when I had not 
yet recognized the limitations common to all the C2-mo-
dels. my imagination was fired by the special model that 
I am going to describe, which looked at first sight much 
closer to relativistic than any RS- or C1 -modsl. 
The classical Hamiltonian for a relativistic free field 
was given in sq. 2 already, 
H(f,g) = ~/{f2(~)+(Vg)2(~)+m2g2(~)}d~ 
We approximate Vg as follows. Consider a division of 
space into unit cubes. which is a special example for 
the kind of divisions proposed in the introduction to 
chapter VI. We replace Vg(~) by 
(g(~+~l)-g(~).g(~+~2)-g(~).g(~+~3)-g(~)). where ~i is a 
unit vector along the i'th coordinate axis. This should 
be a good approximation if we choose the length unit of 
the order of 10-1 6cm. It leads to the following approxi-
mation for H(f,g). 
1 51 
H (f,gl=2
1 [Cf,f)+2C (g.,3g.-g. -g. -g. )+m 2 (g,gl] 152 
a ieZ3 ~ ~ ~+~1 2+~2 ~+~3 
We want to show that there exists a C2-model correspon-
ding to an irreducible representation of the CCR whose 
Hamiltonian has diagonal matrix elements that coincide 
with 152. That there exists an irreducible representation 
with this property. is a very desirable feature since 
we want to mimic a free field. 135a, which holds in the 
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irreducible case, tells us that 
1 
c~[f,g] ,1-19[f,g] )=2[(f,f)+/dk m2(k)(g(k),g(kJ)J 
]) 
The right hand sidesof this and of 152 coincide if we 
choose 
m ( k) J 
ikl -ikl ik2 -ik2 ik3 -ik3 
= 6-e -e -e -o -e -e +m2 
We have to show that m(k) satisfies tho assumptions that 
went into the derivation of theorem 1b on p. 98. m(~)>O 
is obvious, but are the sums r 1 and r 2 of the absolute 
1 values of the Fouriercoefficients of m(k) and of m(k) 
finite? We expand 
into a power series using that 
1 1!! x2 3!! x3 5!! x4 f!=X'= 1--x- ---- ~-3 ,- ~-2 22 2! ~ • 2 4! . . . 
With the help of relations like 
1 cos k1 cos k2 = 2 [cos(k 1 -k2)+cos(k 1 +k2)] , 
cos kl cos k2 cos k3 
1 
=4 [cos(k 1 +k2-k 3)+cos(k2+k 3-k 1 )+cos(k 3 +k 1 -k2)+cos(k 1 +k2+k 3)], ••• 
we can conclude that 
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Similarly we find using 




1 1 = 
J 6+m2' 
~ ~ 2 
For small values of lkl we obtain 
which is the nonrelativistic energy-momentum relation-
ship. We may choose our length unit so small and, conse-
quently, our momentum unit so big that the above appro-
ximation is good as long as the nonrelativistic approxi-
mation to the relativistic energy-momentum relationship 
is. 
As far as this special model gives results that bear ana-
logy to properties of the relativistic free field, it 
will be interesting to study the corresponding results 
for models with the same m(k) but ~(~)>1 and with a suit-
able Hamiltonian. These results will give us some indi-
cation as to what properties we will have to expect of 
self-interacting relativistic field theories. 
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APPENDIX A 
The Silver Rule of Weak Convergence 
Let B be a sequence of uniformly bounded operators~ 
n 
~Bn~ck~ and let Cn{A 1 ~A 2 } with A1~A 2 el be the linear 
functional defined by C {x 1 ~A 2 }=(Al~B A2 ). The theorem~ n n 
which we call "the silver rule of weak convergence"~ 
states: 
If c{~~~}=lim en{~;~} exists~~~~ in a total set~~ 
n-+<» 
then B-B and (cf>,B~)=C{ct>~~J. n 
A set ~of elements of a space is called total if the 
elements of §span that space. In all our models we as-
sumed that the ~[f~gJ form a total set with respect to~. 
It is well known that A1 is correct if we replace in it 
~~~£~by A 1 ~A 2 eZ. A proof is given on p. 61 f. of refe-
renee 15 e.g. Thus it remains to show that the existence 
of ~i~ Cn{A1~A 2 } for A1 ,A 2 ef implies its existence 
~ A1~A 2 e~ Let A1 edt:A 2 edf,6 1>D,o 2 >0 be given. There exist 
and 





The r.h.s. does not depend on n and can be made as small 
as we like by appropriate choices of 61 and o2 • The con-
vergence of the C {~~~} ~ ~~~E~ implies the convergence 
n 
of (~,Bn~) and,thanks to A2, also of (~ 1 ,Bn~ 2 ), where 




Remarks on a Conjecture 
On p. 87 we made the conjecture that the statement "ne-
cessary and sufficient for 
-fdkfdx{A(k) lf(x,k) I 2 +C(k) lg(x,k) 1 2 } 
( ~01 ~ [ f 1 g] ) = e J:; 0 - - - - - - - 81 
with piecewise constant A(~) and C(k) to correspond to 
1 U[f,g] satisfying (i) is that A(~)C(k)~TG ~ ~£0; the 
representation is irreducible if A(~)C(k)=~ 6 ~ k£0 
and reducible otherwise" holds for all A(~),C(k)~L 2 (D). 
In a letter, Prof. J.R. Klauder outlined the following 
simple and elegant proof of our conjecture for the case 
1 
A(k)C(k)=TG· 
Imagine the assumptions (i) and (ii) written for the 
f(~,~) that correspond to f(~)el instead of writing them, 
as we did, for the f£L. Only oq. 73 will look different: 
u [ f! g , J u [ f, g] 
We define 
F(~,k) 
1 f (~, k) = ' 
2~C(k)' 
G(~,Js) = 2{C® g(~,k) 
and 
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One easily convinces oneself that the following two sets 
of assumptions are equivalent: 1) the U[f~gJ satisfy 
(i) V f(~~kl and g(~~k) that correspond to f,gel, and 
2) the ~[F~G] satisfy the analogous requirements (!) for 
all F and G that correspond to f,gel. 
81 can be written as 
because t(k)=16A(~)C(k). If t(~):1, then one can prove, 
using the same methods as Klauder in reference 1, that 
there exist ~[F,G] 's that satisfy (!) and that the 
L~[F, G] ~o span a space containing an irreducible represen-
tation of the CCR. Therefore the U[f,g] fulfil (i} and 
define an irreducible representation of the CCR. 
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